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×ðÚUæ ¹Ì Öè ÀUæÂ ÎèçÁ°!
×ñ´ ×æòçÚUàæâ ×ð´ ¥ŠØæÂ·¤ ãê´U ¥æñÚU çã´UÎè ·ð¤ çß·¤æâ
¥æñÚU Âý¿æÚU ·ð¤ çÜ° ÂýØæâÚUÌ ãê´U. ¥æÂ w®vx ×ð´
ÁÕ ×æòçÚUàæâ ¥æ° Íð Ìæð ãU×æÚÔU ØãUæ´ ×ãUæˆ×æ »æ´Šæè
§´USÅUèÅKêÅU (MGI) ×ð´ ¥æÂâð ×éÜæ·¤æÌ ·ð¤ ÎæñÚUæÙ
Ü´Õè ÕæÌ¿èÌ ãéU§üU Íè. ¥æÂÙð ·¤ãUæ Íæ ç·¤ Áæð
ÖæÚUÌèØ ÕæãUÚU Áæ·¤ÚU Õâ »° ãñ´U ßð ÖæÚUÌ ·¤è
â´S·ë¤çÌ, Öæáæ, â´S·¤æÚU §UˆØæçÎ âÕ ÖéÜæ ÕñÆðU ãñ´U
¥æñÚU çâÈü¤ Âñâð ·ð¤ ÂèÀðU Öæ» ÚUãðU ãñ´U. ×ñ´ ¥æÂ·¤æð
§Uâ Â˜æ ·ð¤ ÁçÚU° ÕÌæÙæ ¿æãUÌæ ãê´U ç·¤ ØãU ÂêÚUè

` 100 www.nriachie
vers.in



At last saw some changes in the magazine. It’s for the first time I noticed
change in the appearance of your Publisher. But looking good – more
mature, more impressive. A publisher should be like this.
Again PM Modi on the cover. Are you obsessed with him. Most of
the people around me call him ‘Good for Talking only’. I’m in confusion
too. I agree I lack independent opinion, but I’m sure for one thing….
He shouldn’t have promised STARS so early. Before NDA Govt. people
never asked for report card of Congress Govt. but now they have become
caretakers of the health of India & they are asking ‘Daily Reports’ from
Mr. Modi. Anyway, results of the elections of five states UP, Punjab,
Utrakhand, Manipur & Goa will decide the future roadmap of India.
I suggest you to start taking care of all kinds of news like murders,
deaths, problems of Indian Diaspora more. This way it would become
complete Diaspora magazine.
Prakash K. Shah, CA, USA
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ÌÚUãU âˆØ ÙãUè ãñ´U. ØãUæ´ ãU× ÖæÚUÌèØæð´ ·¤è â´Øæ
z® È¤èâÎè âð Öè ’ØæÎæ ãñU ¥æñÚU çÁÌÙæ ãU× ¥ÂÙè
â´S·ë¤çÌ, Öæáæ, â´S·¤æÚUæð´ ·¤æð âãUÁ ·¤ÚU ÚU¹ ÚUãð´U
ãñ´U ßñâæ ÖæÚUÌ ×ð´ çÕÜ·é¤Ü æè ÙãUè´ ãñ´U. ¥æÁ Öè
âÖè Šæ×æðZ ·ð¤ ÖæÚUÌèØ ˆØæñãUæÚU ¿æãðU ßæð çÎßæÜè ãUæð,
ãUæðÜè ãUæð, ÎàæãUÚUæ ãUæð, §üUÎ ãUæð, ç·ý¤â×â ãUæð Øæ »éM¤
ÙæÙ·¤ ·¤æ Á‹×çÎßâ, ãU× ÕðãUÌÚUèÙ ÌÚUè·ð¤ ¥æñÚU
ÂêÚUè ×æ‹ØÌæ¥æð´ ·¤ð¤ âæÍ ç×Ü-ÁéÜ·¤ÚU ×ÙæÌð ãñ´U.
¥æÂâð çÙßðÎÙ ãñU ç·¤ ãU×æÚUè §UÙ âÖè »çÌçßçŠæØæð´

February 2017

·¤æð ¥ÂÙè Âç˜æ·¤æ ×ð´
©Uç¿Ì SÍæÙ Îð´, ¥æÂ·¤æð ÕÌæÌð ãéU° ãUáü ãUæð ÚUãUæ
ãñU ç·¤ ãU×æÚÔU ØãUæ´ ¥æÂ·¤è Âç˜æ·¤æ ·ð¤ ÂæÆU·¤æð´ ×ð´
Ü»æÌæÚU çßSÌæÚU ãUæð ÚUãUæ ãñU. Õâ °·¤ ÀUæðÅUè âè
çàæ·¤æØÌ ãñU ç·¤ ×æòçÚUàæâ ¥æñÚU ¥Èý¤è·¤æ ·ð¤ ÕæÚÔU
×ð´ ÕãéUÌ ·¤× ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè ãUæðÌè ãñU, ÁÕç·¤ ¥æÂ·¤è
Âç˜æ·¤æ ¥×ðçÚU·¤æ ¥æñÚU §´U‚Üñ´ÇU ×ð´ ÚUãU ÚUãðU ÖæÚUÌèØæð´
·¤è ¹ÕÚUæð´ âð ÖÚUè ÚUãUÌè ãñU. ·ë¤ÂØæ ŠØæÙ Îð´.

çÂýØæÕýæÅUæ âæãêU, ×æòçÚUàæâ

IMPORTANT DAYS
DATE
MARCH 1
MARCH 3
MARCH 5
MARCH 6
MARCH 12
MARCH 17
MARCH 20
MARCH 21
MARCH 22
MARCH 23
MARCH 25
MARCH 26

COUNTRY
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
BULGARIA
AFRO-ASIAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION
GHANA
MAURITIUS
IRELAND
TUNISIA
NAMIBIA
LEAGUE OF ARAB STATES
PAKISTAN
GREECE
BANGLADESH

January 2017

DAY
NATIONAL DAY
NATIONAL DAY
NATIONAL DAY
NATIONAL DAY
REPUBLIC DAY
ST. PATRICK’S DAY
INDEPENDENCE DAY
INDEPENDENCE DAY
ANNIVERSARY DAY
NATIONAL DAY
INDEPENDENCE DAY
NATIONAL DAY
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HANOUZ DEHLI DOUR AST…

he famous and pithy statement “Hanouz Dehli Dour Ast” is old Persian for: “Abhi Dilli Door Hai,” – a maxim, adage, saying, or idiom, that in generic meant that the task
undertaken is currently far from over – that it is still very much work-in-progress, or
to paraphrase and pun on the words, a ‘journey’ still underway, and it will still take
us a long time before we reach the destination. Put simply, it could be taken that on
the one hand ‘we should not count our chicken before they cross the road,’ or on the
other, ‘it is still too early to applaud or condemn (an initiative), so the best stance to
take right now is to wait and watch ...’
This sense of the unfinished, work-in-progress state-of-affairs holds good for the
perception and image of India that is undergoing a transformation in the minds of
countries looking to partake in India’s growth story, of the prospective investors now
looking to park their surplus funds in the Indian economy, and even in the minds of
our very own Indian Diaspora.
Today, while India and of course, fellow Indians too, are being perceived differently
by our Diaspora – be they PIOs, OCIs or NRIs – there is also a subtle shift taking place
in their minds, on how they view other NRIs … . Non Residents Indians, Persons
of Indian Origin, or Overseas Citizens of India, they all keep coming to India more
often these days, and they show surprise, gratification and nod in approval on seeing
the changing faces of multifaceted India. But they also have their grouses, complaints
and their ‘nits to pick’ on negatives – … ‘too difficult to navigate for doing business’
… ‘too much red-tape’ … ‘corruption-ridden’ ... , etc., whenever we talk to them about
their upping their participation in changing India.
“Burearocratic hurdles are galore. We are compelled to wait for some more time
and see how this NDA government makes the country more business friendly,” says a
prominent Indian American. Another high profile NRI (unnamed here as he wished
to remain anonymous) says: “ØãUæ´ ¥Öè Öè °ðâæ ×æãUæñÜ ÙãUè´ ÕÙ ÂæØæ ãñU ç·¤ ãU× Âñâæ Ü»æ°´...

€Øæð´ç·¤ ÂãUÜð Ìæð ØãUæ´ ¥æñÂ¿æçÚU·¤Ìæ°´ §UÌÙè ãñU´ ç·¤ ÂêÚUè ·¤ÚUÌð-·¤ÚÌð ÁêÌð çƒæâ ÁæÌð ãñ´U, ¥æñÚU ¥»ÚU ÂêÚUè ·¤ÚU
Öè ÜðÌð ãñ´U Ìæð ·¤ÚUŒàæÙ ·¤æ ÙðÅUß·ü¤ °ðâæ ãñU ç·¤ Ü»Ìæ ãñU ç·¤ Öæ§üU ·¤×æ°´ ãU×, ¥æñÚU ¹æ°´ ßæð. Õâ §UâçÜ°
×ñ´Ùð Ìæð ¥ÂÙæ ÂýæðÁð€ÅU ãUè Õ´Î ·¤ÚU çÎØæ.” Talking to yet another from the GCC, he says:

“I was the part of the delegation from my country of residence for Namami Gange
project. We have given some very good projects. But the response is not very encouraging. Sometimes we feel we are here more as guests than as Indians, albeit overseas
ones.” Another problem often highlighted is that when they go to their native places
and talk to local authorities about contributing and participating in the development
of the place, general response is negative.
Understandable, and we do agree that the interfacing needs to be improved a lot,
and there is indeed much to be done. But right here at the outset it is indeed necessary
to also understand … and we would like to urge our overseas brethren to take a pause
once in a while, and understand that modern India is still a work-in-progress. Every
coin, as the adage goes, has two sides. And this is exactly where domestic perception of overseas Indians comes into play – and yes, we did a bit of homework on this.
Here is what emerged: ‘Many of our Diaspora people presume themselves to be above
ordinary. They look at every Indian with doubts and a feeling of being cheated. They
try to praise their country of residence and demean their country of origin. ¥ÚÔU Öæ§üU
India is India … .”
The only thing permanent in today’s world is ‘Change’ with a capital C. And although things here are changing – the work culture, ethos, how government machinery functions etc., are all changing, that change is gradual – and sustainable. Have
patience. “Dilli abhi door hai … .’

- Rajeev Gupta
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Editorial

A

India... A continuum

lot has changed in India and the world, over a comparatively
short period of time. We are today the fastest growing among
emerging economies of the world, overtaking China to that pole
position. Our way of doing things governmentally has seen a
revamp, with a workaholic Prime Minister and his A-team of ministerial colleagues working round-the-clock to make doing business in
and with India a breeze ... but mark you, while things have changed
for the better, it is still a work-in-progress – there is still much of
red-tape, unwieldy rules and regulations to get rid of. The United
States of America has a new President, in Donald Trump, and India
has much uncertainty to face on that front, even as the president
unfolds his new agenda for his country. Europe teeters on the brink
of a cohesiveness crisis, and the seemingly unending strife in the
middle-east is still that – unending – and shows no sign of abating
anytime soon. The fourth NDA financial budget is behind us, which
subsumed the Railway Budget and took place a month early – presumably consolidating further on steps taken in earlier iterations to
streamline the economy. Apart from all that, it is campaign time once
again, with multiple states going for elections. The Uttar Pradesh state
is where the battle royale is – with road shows, rallies and glitz galore ...
We also had these mega state events – Karnataka, Jharkhand, to name
two, reaching out to our global Diaspora and to foreign investors, governments et al with the ‘Make in India’ message.
NRI Achievers too continues to evolve, and seeks to mature further as
your platform of choice for news and views that matter most to you. In
an ongoing effort to reshape and restructure content within the magazine, you might have noticed that we are getting more and more oriented
toward Diaspora outreach, though not too much is new on the spectrum
of content being offered. But despair not, that too will come sooner than
later, keep reading ! As is always the case with India, we are going to have
interesting days ahead, even if we be in the news for all sorts of wrong
reasons today ... in a country as large as ours, there will be plenty of negatives – and raging controversies. Remember we are a thriving democracy,
and we have a media, guess what? A media that has been named one of
the most unreliable by the World Economic Forum! However, we will be
prudent enough to take the WEF pronouncement about Indian media
with er, WTF, a proverbial fistful of salt...
And so, like your regular monthly routine, do take some time out and
browse through, and yes, please do not forget to write us your views on
the magazine! Have a great Holi and summer time ahead.

- Chakravarthi Suchindran
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News Scan
INDIANS LARGEST GROUP OF FOREIGN SKILLED WORKERS IN UK

At 57%, Indians have become the largest
group of skilled workers granted visas to
live and work in the UK last year, according to official figures. The UK home office has said that Indians accounted for
53,575 skilled work visas granted in
2016, and Americans the second largest
at 9,348. “Indians accounted for 57% of
total skilled work visas granted (53,575
of 93,244). The IT sector sponsored 42%
of skilled work visa applications, followed by professional, scientific and
technical (19%), and financial and insurance activi ties (12%),” according to the
Office of National Statistics. Indians also
accounted for over half the applications
made in the sponsored skilled visa category last year – at 30,556 of the total
56,058 applications. “Indians were issued
the largest proportion (40% of the total)
of skilled work visas in the 2010 cohort
and, of these skilled Indians, 32% had

received settlement after five years, while
a further 12% still had valid leave to remain in the UK,“ it said. Student visa
figures for India have registered a slight
uptick with 11,330 granted in 2016, up
from 11,160 in 2015. “For us, mobility

çÎ„è ×ð´ ÂãÜæ ÖôÁÂéÚUè çÈ¤Ë× ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ
ÖôÁÂéÚUè çÈ¤Ë× Üßâü ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÂãÜæ ÖôÁÂéÚUè
çÈ¤Ë× ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ çÎ„è ×ð´ âÈ¤ÜÌæÂêßü·¤ âÂóæ
ãéU¥æ. âèÚUèÈ¤ôÅUü ¥æòçÇÅUôçÚUØ× ×ð´ §â â×æÚUôã ·¤æ x
È¤ÚUßÚUè ·¤ô ©fæÅUÙ ãé¥æ. âê¿Ùæ °´ß ÂýâæÚU‡æ ×´˜ææÜØ
·Ô¤ §â ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ ·Ô¤ ÂãÜð çÎÙ ÖôÁÂéÚUè çâÙð×æ

·Ô¤ ·¤§ü SÅUæâü Âãé´¿ð. ÌèÙ çÎÙ ·Ô¤ §â ÈÔ¤SÅU ×ð´ v®
çÈ¤Ë×ô´ ·¤è S·ý¤èçÙ´» ãéU§üU. ×àæãêÚU çÈ¤Ë× '»´»æ ×ñØæ
Ìôãð çÂØÚUè ¿É¸ñ§Õô' ·¤è S·ý¤èçÙ´» ·Ô¤ âæÍ âèÚUèÈ¤ôÅUü
¥æòçÇÅUôçÚUØ× ×ð´ ÂãÜð ÖôÁÂéÚUè çÈ¤Ë× ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ ·¤æ
¥æ»æÁ ãé¥æ. âê¿Ùæ ÂýâæÚU‡æ ×´˜æè ÚUæÁßÏüÙ ÚUæÆõÚU
Ùð â×æÚUôã ·¤æ ©fæÅUÙ ç·¤Øæ, ÕèÁðÂè ÜèÇÚU ×ÙôÁ
çÌßæÚUè ÕÌõÚU ¿èÈ¤ »ðSÅU Âãé´¿ð. §â çÈ¤Ë× ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ
·Ô¤ Õýñ´Ç °´ÕðâðÇÚU Ùæ×è °€UÅUÚU ÚUçß ç·¤àæÙ. ÚUçß Ùð
·¤ãæ, ÖôÁÂéÚUè â×æÁ ·¤ô ÂãÜð ãðØ ÎëçC âð Îð¹æ
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ÁæÌæ Íæ ¥õÚU Øã ÕæÌ ã×ðàææ âð ×éÛæð ¿éÖÌè ÚUãè ãñ.
Øãæ´ Ì·¤ ç·¤ ×ñ´Ùð àæé€UÜæ ÅUæ§ÅUÜ Ì·¤ ¥ÂÙð Ùæ× âð
ãÅUæ çÎØæ Íæ €UØô´ç·¤ âÕ 'ÖñØæ' ÕôÜÌð ÍðÐ ¥æÁ
Öè ·¤§ü Üô»ô´ ·¤è ÙÁÚU ×ð´ ÆðÜð ßæÜæ, ÎêÏ ßæÜæ...
ãè ÖôÁÂéÚUè, ÁÕç·¤ §‹ãð´ ¥´ÎæÁæ Ùãè´ ç·¤ ¥æ§ü°°â,
¥æ§üÂè°â â×ðÌ ·¤§ü ·¤Üæ·¤æÚU Öè ÖôÁÂéÚUè â×æÁ âð
ãñ´. xy ·¤ÚUôÇ¸ Üô» ÖôÁÂéÚUè ÕôÜÌð ãñ´, Øãæ´ Ì·¤ ç·¤
çßÎðàæ ×ð´ Öè Øã Öæáæ ÕôÜè ÁæÌè ãñ. ÚUçß Ùð ·¤ãæ,
×»ÚU ¥æÁ §â â×æÚUôã ·¤ô Îð¹·¤ÚU ×éÛæð Ü»æ ãñ ç·¤
ÖôÁÂéÚUè ·¤ô Üð·¤ÚU ÕçÉ¸Øæ ·¤æ× àæéM¤ ãô »Øæ ãñ. §â
×õ·Ô¤ ÂÚU ×ÙôÁ çÌßæÚUè Ùð ·¤ãæ, wz-x® âæÜ âð Üô»
Îé¥æ ·¤ÚU ÚUãð ãñ´ ç·¤ ©Ù·¤è ×æ´ ·¤è ÁÕæÙ ·¤ô ÂêÚUæ Îðàæ
Âã¿æÙð. ¥æÁ ßô ×õ·¤æ ¥æ »Øæ ãñ, ÁÕ ·¤ÚUôÇ¸ô´ Üô»ô´
·¤è §â Öæáæ ·¤ô Øã â×æÙ ç×Ü ÚUãæ ãñ. ×ÙôÁ Ùð
·¤ãæ ç·¤ Øã ¥æ»æÁ ãñ ¥õÚU ÁËÎ ãè Øã Öæáæ }ßè´
¥Ùéâê¿è ×ð´ Öè ¥æ°»è. çÌßæÚUè Ùð §â ÂãÜ ·Ô¤ çÜ°
Âè°× ÙÚUð´Îý ×ôÎè ¥õÚU ÚUæÁßÏüÙ ÚUæÆõÚU ·¤ô Ï‹ØßæÎ
çÎØæ. ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ ×ð´ y ¥õÚU z È¤ÚUßÚUè ·¤ô âéÕã ~.x®
ÕÁð âð àææ× }.x® ÕÁð ·Ô¤ Õè¿ Ùæ×è ×êßè çÕÎðçâØæ,
»´»æ ç·¤ÙæÚUð ×ôÚUæ »æ´ß, ãè, Îðâßæ, »´»æ, ââéÚUæ ÕÇ¸æ
Â§âæßæÜæ, ·¤Õ ãô§ü »ßÙæ ã×æÚU, ÜæÇÜæ, ·¤Õ ¥§Õê
¥´»Ùßæ ã×æÚU ·¤è S·ý¤èçÙ´» ãéU§üU. çÈ¤Ë×ô´ ·Ô¤ âæÍ âæÍ
âèÚUèÈ¤ôÅUü ¥æòÇÅUôçÚUØ× ×ð´ Ü»è ×ÏéÕÙè Âð´çÅU´» ¥õÚU
çÕãæÚU ·ð¤ ×àæãêÚU çÜ^è ¿ô¹æ Ùð §â ÈÔ¤çSÅUßÜ ·ð¤
×æãõÜ ·¤æð ÌÚUôÌæÁæ ÕÙæ çÎØæ.

is the key for our services sector. There
has to be a system where our professionals can come to the UK and return. They
contribute immensely to both the economies,” avers Indian high commissioner
to the UK, Yashvardhan R Sinha.

M¤âè ÎêÌæßæâ ÂÚU çã´Îé¥ô´ ·Ô¤
â×ÍüÙ ×ð´ ÂýÎàæüÙ
M¤âè ÎêÌæßæâ ·Ô¤ âæ×Ùð ÖæÚUè â´Øæ ×ð´ Üô»ô´ Ùð
§·¤_æ ãô·¤ÚU M¤â ×ð´ ÚUã ÚUãð çã´Îé¥ô´ ·¤è âéÚUÿææ ·Ô¤
çÜ° àææ´çÌÂê‡æü ÂýÎàæüÙ ç·¤Øæ. Øã ÂýÎàæüÙ M¤â ·Ô¤
çã´Îê ÙðÌæ ¥õÚU Øô» ÅUè¿ÚU Ÿæè Âý·¤æàæ ·Ô¤ â×ÍüÙ ×ð´
ç·¤Øæ »Øæ. ÂýÎàæüÙ·¤æçÚUØô´ Ùð ¥Üð€UâÁð´ÇÚU môç·¤üÙ
Ùæ× ·Ô¤ ÃØçQ¤ çÁâÙð M¤â ×ð´ Öæ»ßÌ »èÌæ ÂÚU
ÂýçÌÕ´Ï Ü»æÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° ·¤éÀ âæÜ ÂãÜð ¥çÖØæÙ
àæéM¤ ç·¤Øæ Íæ, ©â·¤æ ÂéÌÜæ Öè ÁÜæØæ. ¥æÚUôÂ
ãñ ç·¤ môç·¤üÙ M¤â ×ð´ çã´Îé¥ô´ ·¤ô âç·ý¤Ø M¤Â âð
çÂÀÜð ·¤§ü âæÜô´ âð ÂÚUðàææÙ ·¤ÚU ÚUãæ ãñ. Øã Öè
¥æÚUôÂ ãñ ç·¤ môç·¤üÙ ¥õÚU ©â·Ô¤ Üô» M¤â ×ð´
çã´Îé¥ô´ ·Ô¤ â×ÍüÙ ×ð´ ÕôÜÙð ßæÜð âÖè Üô»ô´ ·¤ô
ÇÚUæÌæ ãñ ¥õÚU ©Ù·Ô¤ ƒæÚUô´ ×ð´ »é´Çð ÖðÁ·¤ÚU Ï×·¤Ìæ
ãñ. §â çâÜçâÜð ×ð´ °·¤ ¥æòÙÜæ§Ù âç·ý¤ØÌæ
×´¿ change.org ·¤è Öè àæéL¤¥æÌ ·¤è »§ü. §â
Øæç¿·¤æ ·¤æ ©gðàØ M¤â ·Ô¤ ÚUæcÅþÂçÌ ŽÜæçÎ×èÚU
ÂéçÌÙ ¥õÚU ÖæÚUÌ ·Ô¤ ÂýÏæÙ×´˜æè ÙÚUð‹Îý ×ôÎè, ÎôÙô´
Îðàæô´ ·Ô¤ çßÎðàæ ×æ×Üô´ ·Ô¤ ×´˜æè âð»ðü§ü ÜæßÚUôß
¥õÚU âéá×æ SßÚUæÁ âçãÌ ÕÇ¸ð ÂÎæçÏ·¤æçÚUØô´ â×ðÌ
M¤â ß ÖæÚUÌ ·¤è ×èçÇØæ ·¤ô ¥æ·¤çáüÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ
ãñ. §â ¥æòÙÜæ§Ù Øæç¿·¤æ ·¤ô ÎæØÚU ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜð
ÂýâêÙ Âý·¤æàæ ãñ. ÂýâêÙ M¤â ·Ô¤ ×æS·¤ô àæãÚU ×ð´ Ÿæè
Âý·¤æàæ Ïæ× ·Ô¤ âæßüÁçÙ·¤ â´¿æÚU ·Ô¤ ÇæØÚUð€UÅUÚU ãñ´
Áô ç·¤ M¤â ×ð´ ÖæÚUÌèØ â´S·¤ëçÌ ·Ô¤ çß·¤æâ ¥õÚU
â´ÚUÿæ‡æ ·Ô¤ çÜ° ·¤æ× ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜæ ·Ô¤‹Îý ãñ´.
www.nriachievers.in

News Scan
¥×ðçÚU·¤æ ×ð´ »æØô´ ·¤è çÁ´Î»è Õ¿æÙð ¹Ç¸ð
ãé° °Ù¥æÚU¥æ§üU
¥×ðçÚU·¤æ ×ð´ ÒÜñÜæÓ ©Ù âæÌ »æØô´ ×ð´ àææç×Ü Íè, Áô Õê¿Ç¸¹æÙð ×ð´ ÁæÙð ßæÜè
Íè´, Üðç·¤Ù ÖæÚUÌèØ-¥×ðçÚU·¤æ â×éÎæØ ·Ô¤ àææ´çÌ ·¤ô ÕÉ¸æßæ ÎðÙð ·Ô¤ ÂýØæâ ·¤è
ßÁã âð ¥æÁ ßã âéÚUçÿæÌ ãñ. °çÚUÁôÙæ ×ð´ ÖæÚUÌèØ ×êÜ ·Ô¤ â×éÎæØ Ùð »ôàææÜæ
àæéM¤ ·¤ÚU Îè ãñ, Áãæ´ »æØô´ ·¤ô ÚU¹æ ÁæÌæ ãñÐ â×êã ·Ô¤ ¥ŠØÿæ ÙæÚUæØ‡æ ·¤ô·¤æ Ùð
·¤ãæ ç·¤ ã×æÚUæ ×æÙÙæ ãñ ç·¤ Âàæé¥ô´ ·Ô¤ ÂýçÌ ÎØæ âð §´âæÙô´ ×ð´ ×æÙßÌæ ÕÉ¸Ìè
ãñ. Øð àææ´çÌÂê‡æü çßE ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÕðãÎ ÁM¤ÚUè ãñ. ©‹ãô´Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ »ôàææÜæ ×ð´ »æØô´
·¤è ¥‘Àè ÌÚUã âð Îð¹ÖæÜ ãôÌè ãñ ¥õÚU àææ´çÌ °ß´ ¥‘Àð SßæS‰Ø ·¤ô ÕÉ¸æßæ
ÎðÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° §Ù·¤è ÚUÿææ ·¤è ÁæÌè ãñ. ·¤ô·¤æ Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ ã× Øã â´Îðàæ Èñ¤ÜæÌð
ãñ´ ç·¤ »æØô´ ·¤ô â´ÚUÿæ‡æ ç·¤ÌÙæ ×ãˆßÂê‡æü ãñ ¥õÚU Üô»ô´ ·¤ô çàæçÿæÌ ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ´
ç·¤ »æØô´ ·¤ô âéÚUçÿæÌ ÚU¹·¤ÚU ã× ç·¤â ÌÚUã âð ¥ÂÙè Öæßè ÂèçÉ¸Øô´ ·Ô¤ çÜ°
âÌÌ ÂæçÚUçSÍçÌ·¤è
Ì´˜æ ·¤æ çÙ×æü‡æ ·¤ÚU
â·¤Ìð ãñ´. §â â´»ÆÙ
Ùð Øã ·¤æ× ©â ßQ¤
àæéM¤ ç·¤Øæ, ÁÕ
w®v® ×ð´ ·¤æÜð ÚU´» ·¤è
Áâèü »æØ ÒÜñÜæÓ ·¤ô
·¤ÅUÙð âð Õ¿æØæ »Øæ.
»ôàææÜæ ·Ô¤ â´SÍæÂ·¤
ÂýØæ» ÙæÚUæØ‡æ ç×Ÿææ
Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ §â »æØ
·Ô¤ ×æçÜ·¤ ·¤ãè´ ¥õÚU
Áæ ÚUãð Íð ¥õÚU ©‹ãô´Ùð
§âð ·¤ÅUÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° Îð ÎðÙð ·¤è ØôÁÙæ ÕÙæ§ü, Üðç·¤Ù ã×Ùð »æØ ·¤ô ¹ÚUèÎ çÜØæ.
°çÚUÁôÙæ ×ð´ ÖæÚUÌèØ ×êÜ ·Ô¤ â×éÎæØ Ùð »ôàææÜæ àæéM¤ ·¤ÚU Îè.

çßÎðàæè ÅUêçÚUSÅUô´ ·¤ô °ØÚUÂôÅUü ÂÚU Èý¤è çâ×
çßÎðàæè ÅUêçÚUSÅUô´ ·Ô¤ ÖæÚUÌèØ
âÚUÁ×è´ ÂÚU ©ÌÚUÌð ãè ÖæÚUÌ
âÚU·¤æÚU ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð ©‹ãð´
âõ»æÌ ×ð´ ×ôÕæ§Ü È¤ôÙ
·Ô¤ çâ× ÎðÙð ·¤è àæéL¤¥æÌ
·¤è Áæ ÚUãè ãñÐ §â·Ô¤ ÌãÌ
§ü-ßèÁæ ·Ô¤ ÁçÚUØð ÖæÚUÌ
¥æÙð ÂÚU âÚU·¤æÚU ·¤è ¥ôÚU
âð ßðÜ·¤× ç·¤ÅU ×éãñØæ
·¤ÚUæ§ü Áæ°»è, çÁâ×ð´
Ì×æ× ÁæÙ·¤æçÚUØô´ ·Ô¤
âæÍ-âæÍ ÂãÜð âð ãè
°ðç€UÅUßðÅUðÇ çâ× ·¤æÇü Öè
ãô»æ. vzth February ·¤ô â´S·¤ëçÌ ß ÂØüÅUÙ ×´˜æè Çæò. ×ãðàæ àæ×æü Ùð
§â ØôÁÙæ ·¤è àæéL¤¥æÌ ·¤è. §â çâ× ×ð´ Áãæ´ z® L¤ÂØð ·¤æ ÅUæò·¤ÅUæ§×
Èý¤è çÎØæ Áæ ÚUãæ ãñ, ßãè´ z® °×Õè ÇðÅUæ Öè ç×Üð»æ. ÂãÜè ç·¤ÅU
ÁæÚUè ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° ÂØÅUüÙ ×´˜æè Ùð §âð ÅþñßÜ ¥õÚU ÅUêçÚUÁ× âð€UÅUÚU ·Ô¤ °·¤
ÂýçÌçÙçÏ ·¤ô âõ´Âæ. Øã çâ× x® çÎÙô´ ·Ô¤ çÜ° ßñÏ ÚUãð»æ. àæéM¤ ×ð´
Øã âéçßÏæ çÎ„è çSÍÌ §´çÎÚUæ »æ´Ïè §´ÅUÚUÙñàæÙÜ °ØÚUÂôÅUü ÂÚU ©ÂÜŽÏ
ãô»è, Üðç·¤Ù ÁËÎ ãè Îðàæ ·Ô¤ ©Ù Õæ·¤è vz §´ÅUÚUÙñàæÙÜ °ØÚUÂôÅUü
ÂÚU Öè Øã âéçßÏæ ×éãñØæ ·¤ÚUæ§ü Áæ°»è, Áãæ´ §ü-ßèÁæ ·¤è âéçßÏæ
©ÂÜŽÏ ãñ. Øã âéçßÏæ Õè°â°Ù°Ü ·Ô¤ ÁçÚUØð ©ÂÜŽÏ ·¤ÚUæ§ü Áæ ÚUãè
ãñ, çÁâ·Ô¤ çÜ° çßàæðá ·¤æ©´ÅUÚU ÕÙæ° »° ãñ´.
NRI Achievers News Network
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Diaspora News
THIRD INDIAN-ORIGIN WOMAN TO FLY INTO SPACE

Dr. Shawna Pandya, a physician with Canada’s Alberta University Hospital, is today training as an astronaut in preparation for two crucial space missions, and will
become the third woman of Indian origin to fly
into space after Kalpana Chawla and Sunita Williams. She began her career as a neurosurgeon
before switching fields. She is also a singer, author, international taekwondo champion and
has even trained in Muay Thai with a Navy
SEAL. The 32-year-old Indian-Canadian was
shortlisted after topping the CSA (Citizen Science Astronaut) programme. During her Mumbai visit to meet family in their Mahalaxmi home, she said
that being an astronaut has been a passion since she was a
teen. As part of a project called Polar Suborbital Science in

the Upper Mesosphere (PoSSUM), which will study the effects
of climate change, Pandya says she will do experiments in
bio-medicine and medical science. She will also
work on Physiological, Health, and Environmental Observations in Microgravity (PHEnOM),
and is a prime crew member of Project Poseidon,
a 100-day underwater mission at the Aquarius
Space Research Facility in Florida. Talking about
her roots in India, Pandya avers that there is tremendous potential in people. “When I talk to
students – medical undergraduates, I realise they
have the zeal to venture out but aren’t always
aware of the ways in which they can. All we need is to get
acquainted with everyday developments in science, be resilient and always try to achieve something bigger.”

INDIAN-ORIGIN SCIENTIST RECIPIENT OF UK’S TOP HONOUR IN MATHEMATICS

Cayley Aerospace Inc. CEO
Eur. Ing. Bishnujee Singh
has been elected a Fellow of
the Institute of Mathematics
and its Applications in the
UK. He is the first ever engineer from India to receive
this major award in mathematics. The Indian-origin
scientist is a chartered
mathematician of the same
institute, and also the first-

ever aeronautical engineer to be conferred as a
chartered scientist with
UK's Science Council.
The honour recognizes
outstanding contributions to the advancement
of mathematics. In 2011,
Bishnujee Singh was
awarded EUR ING (European Engineer) Award
from FEANI Brussels.

NRI’S TEAM SETS GUINNESS RECORD FOR LONGEST
UNDERWATER HUMAN CHAIN

A 24-year old mechanical engineer,
Suneet Jain, along with his astounding
team of 182 scuba divers from Pune,
have beaten the previous world record
for the longest underwater human chain
and have set a new world record, marking their entry into the Guinness Book
of World Records. The record attempt
was planned with ‘Absolute Scuba’ in India and took place at Coral Grand Resort, Sairee Beach, Koh Tao, Thailand.
The total length of the human chain was
140 metres. The preparation for this attempt had been going on for the last six
months. The team included more than
30 non-swimmers, several first-time
scuba divers and all age groups from
8-year-olds to 58-year-olds. The journey
to victory was not easy and the team had
to face several obstacles, though they
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triumphed over each and every one. The
main aim of the group was to ‘inspire
ordinary people to extraordinary accomplishments.’ They collectively overcame
several challenges including recruiting
and training over 200 participants, scouting for a suitable location internationally and organising a large-scale scuba
diving event in a foreign country. Unfamiliar with saltwater, the team failed
their practice attempt the previous day
after six months of planning.

NRI DONATES US$ 25,000 TO
WAR WIDOWS AT PBD

Setting an example for benevolent initiatives by overseas Indians, Mr. Ashok
Mago, the founder chairman of the US-India
Chamber of Commerce,
Dallas, has donated a
cheque of US$ 25,000 to
the Indian Development
Foundation (IDF), to be
used for the welfare of
war widows of martyred Indian soldiers.
He wants these women to learn through
distance education courses and stand on
their own feet after losing their sole breadwinners in the line of duty. He handed the
cheque over to Gen. (Retd) VK Singh,
Minister of State for External Affairs, on
the third day of the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (PBD). Ashok Mago, recepient of the
Padma Shri in 2014, said: “What we have
given today is a seed fund. We hope others
too contribute to the cause. We will speak
to the Dallas Country Community College to help us in providing online coaching content. As I grew up in Ambala Cantonment, I have seen the travails of the
widows and skill development could help
in providing a proper livelihood in their
post traumatic period,” he added. Mr.
Mago hoped that the Defence Ministry
would agree to the proposal. He said that
since NRIs could select specific projects
under the India Development Fund, he
had chosen to help war widows.
www.nriachievers.in

Diaspora News
AN INDIAN-AMERICAN GIRL AMONG 2017
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS

INDIAN-ORIGIN ARTIST WINS 2017 GENESIS PRIZE

Indian-American Shreya Bhadriraju, of Elkins High School in
Missouri City, Texas, is among 60 students in the US who have
been nominated for the 2017 Presidential
Scholars programme, for exemplifying
academic and artistic excellence. The National Young Arts Foundation announced
the Arts nominees on January 31 for the
2017 US Presidential Scholars. Speaking
on the awardees, the Young Arts president
and chief executive Carolina Garcia Jayaram says: “Each year we are amazed by the
artistry of the students who come through our programme, but
this year raised the bar - the sheer talent and tenacity of the
artists coming from all walks of life and every corner of the
country was astounding, and we celebrate their work and look
forward to what they will do next.” Presidential Scholars in the
Arts honour high school seniors who exemplify academic and
artistic excellence.

TRUMP PICKS ANOTHER INDIAN AMERICAN
TO HEAD COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

US President Donald Trump has picked Ajit
Vardaraj Pai, 44, an outspoken opponent of netneutrality, to head the powerful US communications regulatory agency,
making him the fourth
Indian-American in the
administration at a senior
level. Pai will now head the
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) as its
next Chairman. The FCC
regulates cell-phone spectrum & services, radio,
television, PSTN and internet, as well as satellite
and cable.

Renowned Indian-origin sculptor Anish Kapoor, 62, who has emerged as a
champion of Syrian refugees' rights, has
won Israel's prestigious one million
dollar Genesis Prize for his commitment to Jewish values. The prize committee, headed by Jewish Agency Chairman Natan Sharansky, acknowledged
Kapoor as “one of the most influential
and innovative artists of his generation.” Kapoor created the
Holocaust Memorial for the Liberal Jewish Synagogue in London and the 70 candles for Holocaust Memorial Day in Britain in 2015, commemorating the 70th anniversary of the
liberation of Auschwitz from the Nazis. Kapoor, born in
Mumbai to an Iraqi-origin Jewish mother and Indian father,
has decided to use the US$ 1 million award money to help
refugees and try to expand the Jewish community's engagement in a global effort to support Syrian refugees, according
to a statement issued by the Genesis Prize Foundation.

TRUMP APPOINTS INDIAN-AMERICAN ATTORNEY TO
WHITE HOUSE POST

US President Donald Trump has appointed well-known IndianAmerican attorney Uttam Dhillon to a key White House position. Mr. Dhillon, who has earlier served as chief oversight
counsel for the House of Representatives Financial Services
Committee, will now assist the US President on ethics and
compliance matters. In this position, as a as special assistant
to the President, he would be a part of the legal team to serve
under White House Counsel Donald F McGahn. “The appointment of a team of this calibre reflects the importance of ethics compliance to the
President and this administration,” said White House counsel Don McGahn. Mr.
Dhillon has previously worked as an associate deputy attorney general for the
Department of Justice, as a Chief Counsel for the House Select Committee on
Homeland Security, as a Policy Director for the US House of Representatives
Policy Committee, and as an Assistant United States Attorney in Los Angeles.

THREE INDIAN-AUSTRALIANS AWARDED HIGHEST CIVILIAN HONOR

Three people of Indian-origin have been
bestowed with Australia’s highest civilian
honor, the “Order of Australia,” for their remarkable contribution in the fields of engineering, medicine and physics – Dr. Purshottam Sawrikar, Prof. Makhan Singh
Khangure & Prof. Vijay Kumar. Dr. Sawrikar is a prominent Sydney-based medical
practitioner honoured for his contribution
to the medical fraternity and the Indian
community. A former President of Australia’s Indian Medical Graduates Association, he is also credited with founding a

www.nriachievers.in

Prof. Makhan Singh Khangure,
Dr. Sawrikar, Prof. Vijay Kumar

community radio station “Akashwani Sydney”. Prof. Khangure is a Perth-based radiologist awarded for his notable service in the
field of medicine. He’s famous for developing interventional neuro-radiology, a way of

treating brain hemorrhage without surgery.
Prof. Vijay Kumar, a nuclear medicine specialist and a researcher, gets the award for
rendering significant service to medical research to professional organisations and to
the community, in disciplines of nuclear
medicine and biology, He is a founding
member of the Sydney Tamil Sangam Association. He was also awarded the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation Award in 2007 and 2014. These
three awardees are among a list of 958 Australians nominated in several categories.
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Diaspora News
KNOW PHILANTHROPIST RAMESH SHAH – WHO WORKS FOR TRIBAL CAUSES
Ramesh Shah, an Indian-American philanthropist, was recently felicitated by
the Indian Consulate in Houston USA,
for his contribution towards the community and starting a mission that provides education to millions of tribals in
India. He was acknowledged for his 4
decades of contribution to spreading
awareness about the welfare of the most
neglected Indian communities. He was
also awarded the ‘Pravasi Bharatiya
Samman’ (PBS) in the recently concluded Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas held in Bangalore. Shah shared the honour with the

In-

dian-American community and said
they have supported him in all his endeavours. Ramesh has travelled extensively across India, Europe and the US
creating awareness about remote parts

INDIAN ORIGIN WOMAN DIES AFTER ROAD
RAMPAGE DOWN UNDER
Ms. Bhavita Patel, a 33-year-old woman
of Indian-origin and a director at a leading audit and economic firm in Melbourne, died
after becoming the sixth
victim of an
“intentional”
road rampage
in a not-sonew case of a
road accident.
Gravely incapacitated in an accident at a busy street,
her family took the tough decision to
turn off her life support, as her condition did not get any better following the
fatal accident on January 20th, 2017.

Patel was on her way back to her office
when a speeding car took her down and
also rammed into several other pedestrians on Bourke street, killing five and
greviously hurting some 31 people. “My
parents and I are broken. But we all appreciate the love we're getting from people”, says Ms Patel's brother, Mitesh,
who adds that the family was distraught
with grief. “I have no idea what to say
about what happened except that I miss
her and love her so much and can’t believe that I won’t see her any more,” he
said. Among the others to have died
include a 10-year-old Thalia Hakin, who
was out walking with her mother and
eight-year-old sister Maggie when all
three were hit by the car.

INDIAN-ORIGIN BRITISH PROFESSOR KNIGHTED

Professor Shankar Balasubramanian,
50, an Indian-origin professor of
chemistry and DNA expert at
Cambridge University, has recently been knighted by Queen
Elizabeth II. The Chennai born
professor was recognised for
his work as a co-inventor of
NextGen DNA sequencing
(also known as Solexa sequencing), described as the most
transformational advance in biology
and medicine for decades. He is, at
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present, Herchel Smith Professor of
Medicinal Chemistry in
the Department of Chemistry at the University of
Cambridge. “Solexa sequencing, as it is now
known, allows an individual genome to be sequenced in a day or two at
a cost of less than 1,000
pounds; previously, sequencing the human genome took
years of work and cost billions.

of India, including the tribal belts. With
an aim to provide education in tribal
areas in India, the philanthropist also
founded the ‘Ekal Vidyalaya’ chain. He
is presently global coordinator of the
school chain and travels worldwide to
advocate the ‘Ekal mission’. A native of
Gabat village in Gujarat, Ramesh moved
to the US in 1970 and established the
Gujarati Samaj of Houston in 1978. Interestingly, Shah was also a part of the
team that organised Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s grand Madison Square
Garden reception in September 2014.

TELUGU NRI COUNSELS DISTRESSED
FARMERS VIA TELE-PSYCHIATRY
A Telugu psychiatrist based out of Florida,
Dr. Vidyasagar Vangala is working Medical
Director of Mid-Florida Psychiatry Center
with faculty appointments at NOVA Southeastern University and Barry University. The
doctor was perturbed with the
absence of facilities to save the
precious lives of
farmers who tend
to take extreme
steps with emotional reasons.
The doctor, who was recently in India, spoke
to a few farmers in his district to glean that
several of them were on the verge of committing suicide. Dr. Vangala has now decided to get in touch with farmers directly
in his area through a group of friends and
offer counseling free of cost. “It pains me
that most of these suicides can be prevented
with a session or two by the psychiatrists. If
I can prevent even two three suicides I will
be happy,” says the alumnus of Osmania
Medical College and a Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association (FAPA). In his
view, first awareness has to be created on
identifying the symptoms of depression and
suicidal tendencies, and the resources have
to be made available.

NRI Achievers News Network
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Product/Business Scan
LAMBORGHINI LAUNCHES - AVENTADOR S
Priced at Rs. 5.01 Cr., Italian super car marque Lamborghini
launched the extreme super sports car AVENTADOR S. The
new Aventador S LP 740-4 Coupe replaces its predecessor and
is sharper and more powerful version of the coupe mounted on
a 6.5 litre engine offering 350 kmph of top speed.

HP LAUNCHES 'OMEN'

HONDA LAUNCHES ACTIV- 4G

HP launched its ‘Omen’ range
of notebooks, desktop and gaming enthusiasts in the country.
The new launch includes five
notebooks and a desktop powered with sharp designs and
graphics priced between Rs. 79,990 and Rs.
1.40,000 Lakh, the laptops will be available in two
variants — 17.3-inch and 15.6-inch screen size.
HP is also introducing gaming accessories like
keyboard, headset, mouse and mouse pad.

Honda Motorcycle and Scooter India, has
launched its 4th Generation upgrade,
called the Activa 4G. It retains tested 109
cc Honda Eco Technology Engine, dishes
out 8 bhp of power at 7,500 rpm and a
torque of 9 Nm at 5,500 rpm, Combi
Brake System (CBS) with Equalizer technology, a mobile charging socket, a safety
boost with the Automatic Headlamp On
feature and a retractable front hook available for a price of Rs. 50,730.

‘JIO EFFECT’

‘Jio effect’ – Reliance chairman Mukesh Ambani, who has
called it the world's largest start-up, announced that the company's telecom venture has crossed 100 million subscribers
in less than six months since launch. Significantly, the company has also said that it would start charging users for data
from April 1st of 2017. The market capitalisation (m-cap) of
RIL rose by INR 38,729 Cr. during the day. Interestingly, the
gain in market cap for RIL is almost equal to the entire market cap of Idea Cellular, India’s third largest telecom operator
in the country by subscribers. The RIL scrip, which touched
a 52-week high of INR 1,212, surged about 11% to close at
INR 1,208 on the BSE. The scrip soared nearly 11.2% to end
the day at Rs 1,210 on the NSE. RIL has invested about INR.
1.5 Lakh Cr. in Jio, Ambani has said that the company would
invest a total of INR. 2.5 Lakh Cr. in the digital space.
www.nriachievers.in

ONGC TO INVEST INR 7,337 CRORE TO
BOOST OUTPUT
The country's top oil and gas explorer ONGC (Oil
& Natural Gas Corporation), will invest INR 7,337
Cr. in five fields, to
produce about 15
million tonnes of
oil and about 3
billion cubic metres (BCM) of gas.
India wants to
boost its local output to cut dependence on imports
from the current
77 percent. Most
of this investment
would go into developing the RSeries fields, off
the west coast, that
can produce 8.39 million tonnes of oil and 1.696
BCM of gas. ONGC will invest about INR 4100
Cr. in the fields that will begin oil production during 2018-19. These fields are expected to produce
at a peak rate of 14,583 barrels per day (bpd) in
2019-20.
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PSU Buzz
BHEL WINS GOLDEN PEACOCK AWARD

BHEL has won the prestigious Golden Peacock Award
for excellence in HR for 2016. The award was received
by Atul Sobti, CMD, BHEL and D. Bandyopadhyay, Director (HR), BHEL from Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, Founder,
The Art of Living, in the presence of Lt Gen J S Ahluwalia, PVSM (retd), President, Institute of Directors; Mrs
Rajshree Birla, Chairperson, Aditya Birla Group and
other dignitaries. The award has been conferred on BHEL
by the Institute of Directors for exemplary contribution
to the HR function, initiatives taken towards enhancing
the engagement and satisfaction of employees and BHEL’s
best practices.

SAIL'S STEEL FOR ISRO'S SATELLITES

Steel Authority of India Ltd. (SAIL) has once again become
true force in transforming the nation by supplying steel
to ISRO for the launch of a record 104 satellites in a single
rocket on February 15. In this scientific feat SAIL's Salem
Steel Plant (SSP) has played an important part by way of
providing high quality stainless steel for the fuel and oxidizer tanks used in the launch vehicle. SAIL SSP has supplied steel for the iconic Chandrayan and Mangalyan missions too. With this feat of ISRO, India now becomes the
first country to script history after launching a record
number of satellites in a single rocket. ISRO's workhorse
rocket PSLV created the record by launching 104 satellites
in a single mission from the state-of-the-art space centre
at Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh.

TOP POSTINGS
POWERGRID:
Seema Gupta has
taken charge as the
Executive Director
of POWERGRID,
Northern Region-1.
Prior to this, she
was heading the
Corporate Monitoring Group and the
Cost Engineering Department of PowerGrid. Earlier, she was the Chief Operating Officer at Central Transmission Utility & Cost Engineering Departments and was responsible for the
development of Inter-State Transmission Lines. She has also headed or
worked in Commercial, International
Business, Energy Efficiency, Corporate Planning, Telecom and System
Energy.
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Shri Prabhakar
Singh has assumed
charge as Director
(Projects) of PowerGrid in February,
2017. Prior to this,
he was working as
the Executive Director (NR-I). Before joining PowerGrid he has worked in Madhya Pradesh
State Electricity Board (MPSEB) and
NTPC Ltd. He is an electrical engineer
from Madan Mohan Malviya Engineering College, Gorakhpur.
NHPC: Shri Nikhil
Kumar Jain joins
NHPC. Shri N K
Jain, Director Personnel, Air India
Limited, has taken
over as Director
Personnel, NHPC.

NALCO: Shri Sanjib Kumar Roy,
Executive Director
(Production),
NALCO has joined
as the Director
(Projects & Technical) of the company
on superannuation of Shri N.R. Mohanty, from 3rd February 2017.

AWARDS & HONOR
Dr. U.D. Choubey,
Director General,
SCOPE has been
conferred “FORETop Rankers Excellence Award for Outstanding Services to the Management
of Public Sector Enterprises”.

NRI Achievers Corporate Network
www.nriachievers.in
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AERO INDIA 2017

Within the space of a decadde, Aero
India – our own premier aerospace
exhibition, has carved a niche for
itself as a globally relevant air show.
The eleventh edition of the event took place
from 14 to 18 Feb 2017 at the Air Force
Station Yelahanka, Bengaluru. Aero India
provides a significant platform for boosting
business opportunities in International
aviation, and in the present context, is favourably poised to notch up exponential
growth over previous editions. A
rapidly growing economy, defence
preparedness challenges and the
opening up of defence production
to private investments have all
given a good fillip to the defence
industry in India. Aero India too
in this context has also become a hub centre for exploring defence business in the
Asia, and Bengaluru like a magnet draws
global aerospace majors every year.
At the opening of this 11th edition of
Aero India 2017 – Asia’s largest Air-show,
a breathtaking display of thrilling manoeuvres by military aircraft and aerobatic teams
left audiences spell-bound. Billed as Asia’s
premier air show, the biennial Internation-

al Aerospace and Defence Exhibition aka
Aero India 2017, was inaugurated by defence minister Manohar Parrikar. Betting
high on the defence market in India, global
aerospace giants are hard-selling their
wares with potential deals worth billions of
Dollars on offer. A total of 549 companies
took part in the event, of which 270 were

The excitement in the air was palpable at the Yelahanka Air Force
Station on 17-02-2017, when Aero
India finally opened its gates to the
general public for the last two days. Aviation
enthusiasts poured into the air base in large
numbers, and the event, which had been a
largely underwhelming fare for the past three
days, suddenly came alive. Loud cheers from
the large crowd rent the air as the metal birds
in the sky performed one manoeuvre after

Indian and 279 foreign. Mil-Mi-17 helicopters, indigenously built HAL products
like Light Utility Helicopters (LUH) flanked
by Cheetal helicopters, Advanced Light
Helicopters (ALH) and the Light Combat
Helicopter (LCH), a formation comprising
Dornier Do 228, Light Combat Aircraft
Tejas, HTT-40 (Basic Trainer Aircraft), the
Hawk and others were showcased at the
event by India.

another. The experience was more memorable for those attending the show for the first
time. The many shutterbugs at the show too
returned with some great pictures. But it was
disappointing to see no new aircraft this year.
Long queues could be seen in front of the
Dassault Rafale and Saab Gripen jets. Besides
being given a glimpse at the cockpits of these
powerful machines, the public were allowed
to sit in them.

KARNATAKA STATE HANDICRAFTS
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED

With the aim of reaching out to more customers in India and abroad, KSHDCL had
sought and held a meeting with Smt. Arathi Krishna, the Deputy Chairman of the
NRI Forum Karnataka, to discuss and to
promote the spread of handicrafts from
the state of karnataka across the globe in

general, and in the USA, UK and Australia in particular. KSHDL also strove to
seek suggestions on exports to wide markets across the globe. During the meet,
Smt. Arathi Krishna promised help in arranging exhibitions at the embassies of
potential market countries, and said that

she would request all joint secretaries to
encourage the art and crafts patronised by
the erstwhile Maharajas of Mysore. She
also learnt that KSHDCL Exhibitions were
more successful in events like ‘Make in
India’ and ‘Think Big.’ Today, KSHDCL
is touching an annual turnover of 54 Cr.
Discussing on creating a global market for
Karnataka-origin handicrafts, Smt. Arathi
Krishna suggested that we seek and look
out for local dealers and distributors in the
foreign countries, and facilitating them to
retail it to customers where sandalwood
carving, rosewood furniture etc., has good
demand in the USA, Canada and all countries where there is potential market for
the products. Smt. Arathi Krishna also
assured the KSHDL delegate that her Forum will promote KSHDCL during her
forthcoming tours to Australia in May and
Dallas in September this year.
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Global Events

GLOBAL INVESTORS SUMMIT 2017
investment proposals
worth ` 3 Lakh Cr. signed

Jharkhand is India’s 28th state that was born out of
the Bihar Reorganization Act on the 15th of November 15, 2000 – also the birth anniversary of the legendary tribal revolutionary of the region, Birsa Munda. Jharkhand is known for its rich mineral resources like uranium, mica, bauxite, granite, gold, silver,
graphite, magnetite, dolomite, fireclay, quartz, feldspar, coal (35% of indian reserves), iron, copper (20%
of indian reserves) etc. Forests and woodlands occupy
more than 29% of the state – among the highest in
India. The state had organised and hosted a “Momentum Jharkhand Global Investors’ Summit 2017” recently. We bring you a short report about it here ...
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T

he two-day “Momentum Jharkhand Global Investors’ Summit
2017” hosted by the State was attended by about 6,200 delegates.
Partner countries were Japan, the Czech Republic, Tunisia and
Mongolia. The Jharkhand government projected investment proposals worth Rs. 3 Lakh Cr. during this maiden global investment summit
that took place this February. The Chief secretary to the state government, Rajbala Verma, said the state has bagged investments to the tune
of Rs. 50,000 Cr. from overseas before the domestic roadshows were
held last year. Stating that investment promotional roadshows have
improved Jharkhand's image both at home and abroad, Verma said
the state is ready to invest in products across four sectors that the investors are looking to explore. "The investment promotional tours
conducted last year have fetched us proposals worth Rs. 50,000 Cr.
www.nriachievers.in

State Focus: Jharkhand
JHARKHAND FACT SHEET
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from both Indian and overseas investors.
Some of the investors are inking Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) with us
during the summit," Verma told mediapersons. "Overall, we are projecting investment proposals to the tune of Rs. 3
Lakh Cr. during the summit," she added.
The event took place at Ranchi on February 16 and 17 and was attended by delegations from 25 countries. The presence
of head-honchos from India's front-running corporate houses and inking multisectoral deals in business to government
(B2G) and government-to-government
(G2G) meetings were highlights during
the summit. Several Union cabinet ministers, including finance minister Arun
Jaitley and industries and commerce minister Nirmala Sitharaman, were present.
Addressing the Momentum Jharkhand
Global Investor’s summit 2017, Union
www.nriachievers.in

Minister of Law and justice, Ravi Shankar
Prasad spoke about the development of
the country. The Union Minister stated
that 111 Cr. people in the country have
Aadhar cards and also speaking on the
digital growth of India, Prasad said that
in the last two years 72 mobile manufacturers have come in India. Also citing the
importance of Income Tax payments, he
said that while the country has 125 crore
people only 3.70 crore pay taxes. He also
spoke about the development of
Jharkhand and said that the state is becoming digital by days.
Earlier, asserting that Jharkhand is of
strategic importance to the Adani Group,
Adani Enterprises Managing Director
Rajesh Adani had said that they would
invest Rs. 20,000 Cr. in the various sectors, including investments into an ultra
mega power plant. Adani Power Jharkhand

3,29,88,134
1,69,30,315
1,60,57,819
414 persons / Sq. KM
24
38
260
32,620
1,844 KMs
6,880 KMs
79.70 Lakh Hect

Ltd has signed an MoU for setting up the
ultra mega power project in Godda district, and construction is likely to start
later this year, he said. In the renewable
energy sector, Adani said that the group
will set up a 500 mws solar power project
worth Rs. 3,000 Cr. in the state. The group
will also invest INR 700 Crores in coal
block mining, he said, adding that the
company intends to set up an integrated
fertiliser complex here as well.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi exuded
confidence that ‘Momentum Jharkhand
Global Investors’ Summit 2017’ will create several opportunities for people of the
state and “give wings to their aspirations”.
In a tweet, he had posted: “Best wishes for
@InvestJharkhand. May the deliberations
in this Summit lead to fruitful outcomes
that contribute to Jharkhand’s growth.”
In another tweet, Modi asserted that skills
and determination of the people of
Jharkhand and proactive efforts of the
state government are bringing record development in the state. “Investment generated from @InvestJharkhand will create
several opportunities for people of the
state and give wings to their aspirations,”
the Prime Minister had added.
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MAKE IN INDIA
KARNATAKA
INITIATIVES

The Government of Karnataka, in association with the
DIPP (Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion)
of the Central Government and the Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII), had organised a ‘Make in India’
Conference on the 13th & 14th of February 2017 at
Bengaluru. Earlier on, the state had successfully hosted
and conducted an "Invest Karnataka 2016 Global Investors Meet" last year, during February 2016. A report:

K

arnataka is labelled as one of the most progressive and
industrious states in India. Being a globally renowned
knowledge hub, it is home to the largest number of R&D
Centers, technical & medical institutions, and boasts the highest number of start-ups in Asia. It's salubrious climate, cosmopolitan culture, investor friendly ecosystem and highly responsive administration makes Karnataka one of the most preferred
investment destinations globally.
The Make in India – Karnataka conference was successfully
organised with a thrust on re-energizing industry and boosting
the manufacturing sector. The conference, which gave a special
focus to encouraging manufacturing start-ups, saw an overwhelming participation of more than 5000 delegates from India and abroad. The Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah
took this opportunity to announce various plans for encouraging manufacturing start-ups and also anounced the institution
of a new manufacturing excellence award.
Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitely, in his inaugural address,
emphasized that manufacturing is where the future lies, a do-
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main where job creation and mass employment will take place. He commended Karnataka for playing a proactive
participation role in actually making
GST a reality. Several other prominent
leaders from the Union Government and
State Government, including Venkaiah
Naidu, Ananth Kumar, MJ Akbar, RV
Deshpande, DK Shivakumar, Priyank
Kharge, Ramesh Kumar, Basavaraj Rayareddy were present at the event.
Industry captains including Ms Kiran
Mazumdar Shaw, Chairman and MD of
Biocon Ltd; Vikram Kirloskar, Chairman and MD of Kirloskar Systems Limited; Baba Kalyani, Chief MD of Bharat
Forge, Ms. Shobana Kamineni, Executive Vice Chairman of the Apollo Group;
JD Giri, Director of Shahi Exports Pvt
Ltd; and Wilson Y R, President of Himatsingka Seide Ltd, shared their perspective on the evolving nature of manufacturing and participated in the focus
sector sessions held during the two day
conference. The Foundation stone laying ceremony for a Machine Tools Park
in Tumakuru was also held during the
www.nriachievers.in

Inaugural ceremony of the ‘Make In India – Karnataka’ Conference and a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
was signed between the Government of
Karnataka and the Government of India
for setting up an 'Integrated Machine
Tools Industrial Park' at Vasanthanarasapura in Tumakuru district. Three coffee table books - ‘Make in Karnataka’ in
association with Yes bank Express Group
and Raintree Media were released.
A ‘Special thanks’ to the Department
of Industrial Policy and Promotion,
Government of India for partnering
with Karnataka in this event, Deshpande
said at the press conference. He also
thanked all the foreign delegates, investors, invitees, speakers, and moderators
for extending their support and participating in large numbers. He added, "I
am confident that Karnataka’s inherent
strengths coupled with close Government-Industry partnership will lead
India’s manufacturing excellence, heralding the 4th industrial revolution.
Over 500 B2B meetings were held
across different focus sectors with International/ National Business houses and
Corporations. More than 50 World class
companies showcased their manufacturing prowess at the Exhibition Centre of
the Make In India – Karnataka Conference. A total of 10 sessions, one of them
on ‘Make in India’ and 9 focus sector
sessions were held during the two- day
conference. The 10 focus sector sessions
held at the event were:
Make in India
Aerospace and Defence
Bio Technology and Pharmaceuticals
Textiles, Apparel and Leather
Heavy Engineering and Machine Tools
Electronics and Electricals
Agriand Food processing
Auto and Auto Components
Manufacturing start-ups
Plastics and Chemicals
incidentally, the two-day ‘Make in India –
Karnataka’ conference coincided with Asia’s
largest aerospace expo, Aero-India 2017.
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International Relations

INDO-PORTUGAL RELATIONS

REINFORCING MUTUAL
TRUST AND RELATIONS

India and Portugal have been for a long time been bound by ancient historical ties and have had thriving diplomatic relations, except for a brief while in the annals of Independent India, when ties were suspended in September 1955 over the then Goa imbroglio. But after the resolution of the issue and the reestablishment of formal diplomatic relations once again on December 31, 1974, the two countries have come to share an excellent
political relationship that has been buttressed and reinforced by exchanges at the highest level through recent
years. Through this piece, NRI Achievers brings you a glimpse of Indo-Portugese relations for our readers ...

W

hile the warm and friendly
relations between India
and Portugal are characterised by robust people-to-people
contacts and close cultural links,
there is substantial scope for enhancing bilateral trade and investment.
Though bilateral trade has been
growing steadily it is seen as being
below full potential. With remedying
this in mind, many agreements have
been forged between the two countries in the years gone by, such as: the
Agreement on Trade, Economic, Industrial and Technical Cooperation
signed in 1977 to give an impetus and
improve bilateral trade relations; an
Agreement on Economic and Industrial Cooperation signed in April
2000; Bilateral Cooperation Agreements between FICCI and the Portuguese Institute for Foreign Trade and
Investment (ICEP) in 1992; a Cooperation Agreement between Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and
the Portuguese Association of Industries (AIP); and an Agreement for
Avoidance of Double Taxation, in
September 1988.
Trade between India and Portugal
is expected to touch 500 million Euros, the bulk of which is accounted
for by exports from India. India ranks
48th on a destination list for Portuguese exports, which represent about
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a quarter of imports. Indian exports
to Portugal consist mainly of marine
products, cotton and synthetic tex-

tiles, leather, footwear, hides and
skins, staple fibres, coffee, tea & spices, carpets, gems and jewellery, silk

www.nriachievers.in
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Liliana Domingues is a Portugese national of Indian origin. While sharing experiences of her recent visit to participate in the PBD 2017 held at Bengaluru, she spread her hands expansively when she said: “Returning to India
is always Unique! My underlying emotions and memories rise to the fore, pumped out by all the mix and contrast
of people, colours, smells, places, situations … it is … like experiencing a whole new lifetime in a constricted time
of 24 hours! Of all the places I have travelled to, I feel this only in India. And most important of all, I truly feel,
empathise a human heart/soul connection in India. It´s not important if it´s business, tourism, or any other reason. The feeling is always the same. When I am in India, I am at HOME! And that … is memorable!
and silk products, tobacco, electrical
machinery & parts, iron & steel products, dyeing & tanning products, and
organic chemicals. Automobile spares
and components, computer software,
bicycles, scooters and other two
wheelers, and rice have also been exported. Portuguese exports to India
are mostly machinery and heavy
equipment, with the balance consisting mainly of cork, cork products,
pulp, paper products, organic chem-

www.nriachievers.in

icals and plastics.
The update and upgrade of IndoPortuguese economic relationships
was the major issue that H.E. Antonio Costa, Portuguese Prime
Minister, addressed on his recently
concluded State Visit to India,
which happened during 7-12 January 2017. The Portuguese Prime
Minister Antonio Costa, was also
the Chief Guest at the 14th Pravasi
Bharatiya Divas (PBD) that was
held between January 7 to 9, 2017
in Bengaluru, Karnataka.
Antonio Costa is the first Person of
Indian Origin to lead a European
country, but is not the first Portuguese of Goan origin to serve in Portuguese politics. Others before him
too have been very active in public
life and in politics, like the recently
deceased Alfredo Bruto da Costa, the
former MP Narana Coissoró and the
former Foreign Minister Gonçalves
Pereira. Taking advantage of his Indian roots, Antonio Costa was accompanied by five ministers and 30
business people and used the visit to
seed and stimulate trade between the
two countries, and has sought to reinforce mutual trust and complementarities between Portugal and India.
During his visit, several agreements
were signed to advance bilateral cooperation in key sectors like Defence,
Marine Research and Resources,
Start-Ups, Agriculture and allied
services, not to mention IT and Electronics. Both countries agreed to
expand trade and investment by leveraging the huge untapped potential
in priority sectors where Portuguese
companies possess world-class niche
technologies, experience, expertise

and competencies such as infrastructure (Roads, Ports and Inland Waterways), Defence, Renewable Energy
(Wind & Solar), IT & Start-Ups, Agriculture and Agro-food, Water and
Waste management, Automotive,
pharmaceuticals, and Tourism and
Hospitality. There are also sectors in
which both countries have developed
know how and in which closer cooperation like medical research, aerospace or mobility.
India and Portugal have complementary economies and can verily
take advantage of being part of different regions and markets. Portugal
has been and will remain a strong
advocate of India in Europe, hosting
the first ever EU-India Summit and
co-chairing another Summit during
the Portuguese EU presidencies in
2000 and 2007, respectively. Portugal
favours the rapid implementation of
the outcomes of the March 2016 EUIndia Summit, in particular the
Agenda for Action 2020. Portugal
can apropos be an ideal platform for
Indian companies to address markets
in Europe, especially those companies based out of London who today
face the fallouts of the vexing BREXIT issue, and even Latin America and
Africa where Portugal has many
straight relationships.
After their visit to India Portugese
Government members highlighted
the relevant activity that has been
generated since and mentioned the
commitment to create the right conditions to take further the opportunities that are being created. One of
the steps that are being taken is the
organization of an Economic Forum,
announced by the Indian Embassy
March 2017
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in Portugal, to take place in the end
of March, with the aim to gather investors and business people from
both countries. Another event appointed as highly significant for
business promotion opportunities
between Portugal and India is the
Horasis Global Meeting in Cascais,
Portugal, on 28-29 May. The annual
Horasis Global Meet is one of the
world's foremost gatherings of business leaders who interact with key
government officials and eminent
thought leaders.
This conference will have several
numerous Diaspora participants
who will share insights and innovations on how to best navigate the
future. Several of these India Diaspora participants will be from Indian community in Portugal, a long
established, well integrated and valued section of Portugese society in
many ways. We, members of the
Indian Diaspora of Portugal, are
now creating and developing a ‘Portugal India Business Council’ platform to be the focus in the future
economic synergies among the Portuguese Indian communities in Por-
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tugal and also other countries that
have economic relationships with
Portugal.
The Portugal India Business Council supports Overseas Portugal communities through business Opportunities, Networks, Regulations, Policy
Advocacy, Services, and Promotion
need to Succeed in Overseas Indian
and Portuguese communities. We
aim to create a bilateral business environment between India and Portugal by linking industry, business,
governments, and supporting longterm business partnerships that will
nurture the spirit of entrepreneurship, create jobs, and successfully
contribute to create-value in Overseas Indian and Portuguese communities. The missions of the council
are:
Ø To Promote cooperation and
evolve thriving business relationships
between Overseas Indian and Portuguese communities;
Ø To Promote economic cooperation
between Portugal and India;
Ø To Provide a Networking forum
for businessmen and professionals;
Ø To Link up with organisations of

Overseas Indians and Portuguese
communities dedicated to development of international trade;
Ø To Support companies, businessmen and professionals interested in
Indian-Portuguese bilateral and overseas business opportunities, in particular to maintain close relationships
with Indian and Portuguese Authorities, Promotion Boards and other
government authorities;
Ø To promote policies and procedure
suggestions to Indian and Portugal
Governments to leverage business
activities of Overseas Indians and
Portuguese communities.
The philosophy behind the institution is that in these times of uncertainty and struggle, strife and separation where walls and divisions are
being considered, let the Indian Diaspora across the world be an example of unity in diversity and with the
inspiration of Mahatma Ghandi, “in
a gentle way, shake the world”.
Liliana Domingues
The author is an Executive Member
of the Portugal India Business
Council, and Founder of UNUS
FOR LIFE
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BUILDING AN ABODE FOR KRŠNA
THE VRINDAVAN HERITAGE TOWER

Enchanting Vrindavan is best known to most as a town that served as the holy playground of
Lord Krishna’s childhood in times of the hoary past. In modern times it is a famous pilgrimage
site not merely for Hindus but for people from all over the world. With its profusion of temples
and shrines that deify the beloved Lord Krishna, Vrindavan has a lot to offer. Millions make a
beeline to this town to experience the divinity of the sublime first-hand, that transcends space
and time, enveloping all in its presence and making the soul dance leaving the mind unburdened. It is here in this sacred-hued north-Indian town of Vrindavan that a grand Heritage
Tower and a Krishna Leela Theme Park aspire to come up. An NRI Achievers’ report:

T

he Vrindavan Heritage Tower seeks to harmoniously meld modern architectural styles with the
ancient Indian Nagara architectural thinking to
create a towering 700 foot high edifice that strives
to be both urban in its flair and yet aspire to be an
epitome of divine culture in its effervescence. The
project seeks to portray the picturesque and mesmerizing Leelas of Lord Krsna by recreating them
via virtual reality using state-of-the-art technology
in an attempt to cater to the pilgrim’s penchant for ‘recreational tourism.’
Comprising of both an indoor as well as an outdoor Krsna Leela Theme Park, the structure promises a variety of
wonderful attractions. The theme park with it’s climatecontrolled environment, spans a collosal width of 9 acres

www.nriachievers.in

and will play host to a number of family-oriented activities.
Attractions will include four dark-ride walkthrough attractions, Sky View Galleries at heights of 140 metres (460 feet)
and 175 metres (574 feet), a Kids Zone, an indoor boating
experience, live shows, indoor float parades, food-courts
and fine-dining restaurants, souvenir-, memorabilia- and
gift stalls all celebrating the treasure of cultural heritage that
is unique to Braj.
The outdoor edifice is a forest theme family park that
features Braj Forest Cruise, Braj Forest Night Safari, a monorail experience, an outdoor boating experience replete with
outdoor float parades, a grand musical fountain and an architectural light and projection show – the Grand Finale.
Music and dancing has always been central to the Krishna Leelas and paying proper attention to the fact, the project
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also features Cultural Heritage Tourism.
This is composed of educative yet entertaining attractions, aptly called ‘Edutainment’
attractions for school and college students,
Indophiles and special interest tourists. It
includes the Center for Promotion of Indian Performing Arts, the Braj Art Gallery
which will showcase ancient to contemporary Braj visual arts, the Braj Architectural
Gallery to showcasing ancient and recent
architectural expressions of the region and
the Anchorage – the Hall of Values.
‘Educational Tourism’ is yet another feature that explores the wisdom of the holy
literature that is the Bhagvad Gita, through
an exclusive Bhagvad Gita Museum and a
Bhagvad Gita Academy that will serve as a
centre for advanced studies, the Centre for
Braj Heritage Studies and the Institute for
Values and Ethics.
As a contribution to ‘Spiritual Tourism’
stand the Hall of Devotion, the Vrindavan
Chandrodaya Mandir and the the Srila Prabhupada Memorial. MICE Tourism stands
for Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Events, catering to corporate as well as per-

many schemes offering benefits to those
visiting or residing in the Braj. It is inclusive
of the ‘Visitor Feeding Facility’, ‘the Widow
Feeding Facility’, a ‘Multi Level Car Parking
facility’ that is set to become India’s largest
such facility to ensure a smooth experience
avoiding congestion,the ‘Braj Heritage Restoration’ - aimed at the restoration of environmental resources and historical assets of
the Braj region, the ‘Young India Talent
School’ – a free school for children from
underprivileged families of the region, a
‘Skill Development’ facility to train locals in
the various skills relevant to Braj region
tourism requirements. The ‘Akshaya Patra’
centralised kitchen facility is aimed at providing midday meals to children from 2010
schools of the Mathura district, and low cost
affordable housing.
In addition to the myriad bouquet of
educational and entertainment features, the
project is a LEED Gold certified project,
which through various kinds of tourism
initiatoives aims to meet the sustainable
development of the Braj region. LEED, or
Leadership in Energy and Environmental

well-being of people in society.
An alumni of IIT Bombay – he had graduated with a B.Tech in Civil Engineering –
his quest for the absolute truth took him to
serving the mission of his Divine Grace AC
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, where
he tirelessly and selflessy worked for almost
three decades. The Akshaya Patra programme for one is his brainchild, a programme that serves midday meals to children from 2010 schools of the Mathura
district – a monumental step towards improving education through incentives. A
nutritious meal can dramatically enhance
productivity of the pupil, by improving
learning capacity. In 1994 he had started an
integrated social development project, the
beneficiaries of which are the rural people
of Mysore and Mandya districts.
Madhu Pandit Dasa’s vision is to project
the rich and enchanting cultural heritage of
our motherland through dramatization of
the epics of Ramayana and Mahabharata –
akin to world class presentation platforms
of the likes of Disneyland, using 3D animation and theme parks. ‘Little Krishna,’ a 13-

sonal and family events. This flavour of
tourism is directed at large groups and is
expected to be booked in advance. The Heritage Tower promises premium facilities and
services for a pleasant experience and conduction of MICE events. Other than corporate events, MICE events will also extend
to destination weddings, food festivals, special events on public holidays et al.
‘Retirement Tourism’ focuses on providing retirement or assisted living homes for
elders to enjoy the venerable life they deserve in the playground of the joyous Lord.
‘Social Infrastructure Projects’ consist of

Design, is a green-building rating system.
LEED certified buildings are resource efficient, judicially using water and energy – on
the one hand environment friendly and on
the other saving money.
The project is helmed by Sri Madhu Pandit Dasa, a Padmashri awardee and a truly
unique person. Serving as the Chairman of
the Vrindavan Heritage Tower, the President of ISKCON Bangalore, as the Chairman of the Akshaya Patra Foundation and
as Chief Functionary of the India Heritage
Foundation, he is a multi-faceted personality dedicated to working for the good and

episode animated series exploring the childhood of Lord Krishna, was the India Heritage Foundation’s first project. The series has
since been recognized internationally and
went on to win numerous national and international awards.
Madhu Pandit Dasa’s current focus is on
setting up an Indian Heritage and Culture
Tourism Park. A complete visionary rooted in the cultural riches of his motherland
Madhu Pandit Dasa has given his spiritual
and cultural aspirations perfect shape by
applying his knowledge of civil engineering
as well as his expertise. He wishes to teach
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the youth Vedic values that are an omnipotent feature of Indian culture, however diverse and modern it may grow. He envisaged a holistic development of the young,
utilising Vedic philosophies and preaching.
He believes that corruption, crime and inequality, which are the banes of our society,
cannot be curbed and kept under control
simply through strict legislation or stringent laws. These are the evils of our contemporary society and these take root and
reside in the heart of the individual. To
eradicate these vices from taking over society, one’s heart and mind need to be transformed into a higher, purer space, and all
other attempts to kill these vices are
only external as they address the
symptoms but not the roots of the
problem. His understanding of society is manifest as a holistic whole,
a meeting of the heart and the mind,
thriving on the pillars of ethics, values, spirituality and culture. Thus,
the Vrindavan Heritage Tower
project aims at a kind of spiritual as
well as social awakening, a hub of
recreation as well as creativity, family entertainment as well as individual development. It aims to nurture talent
as well as instil morals and values. He believes that India has a lot to offer to the
world with its character built on ancient
wisdom and contemporary knowledge,
technological advancement and spiritual
and social activism. He wants Indians to be
Global leaders, and the centre aspires to
provide the needed momentum and impetus for facilitating this transformation. In
his own words, “the Vrindavan Heritage
Tower aspires to restore the pride of every
Indian. We want to spiritualise people’s
consciousness when they come to this place,
giving them an experience of the touch of
the supreme spirit.”
Lending him strength in this endeavor
stands his team-mate the equally brilliant
President of the foundation, Sri Chanchalapathi Dasa, President of the Vrindavan
Heritage Tower, Vice Chairman and Trustee
of The Akshaya Patra Foundation, Senior
Vice President of ISKCON Bangalore and
Governing Body Member of GBC Society
of the Hare Krishna Movement. Working
www.nriachievers.in

SHRI C. P. DASS (PRESident)

in the field of spiritual education since 1984,
Sri Chanchalapathi Dasa started working in
social development in 2000, and has been
working in these two fields since. As an
undergraduate student with the PSG College of Technology at Coimbatore and
originally inclined towards the sciences, he
took a fascination to spirituality. Deeply
impressed and moved by the teachings of
ancient scriptures his pursuit of spirituality
acquired an even more vigourous tone while
doing his master’s programme in Electronics & Communications engineering at the
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. He
joined ISCKON in 1984 and became involved with the Akshaya Patra Foundation
in 2000. Combining his passion for science,
his compassion and his love for Indian Spirituality, he has dedicated his life to Social
and Spiritual Development of society. He
continues to research, teach and talk extensively on spirituality, social development
and the intersection of science and spirituality.
The Project as a whole concentrates on
imparting moral values to the society

through the creation of a spiritual, scientific and fun centre, catering to individuals,
researchers, families, corporate groups,
large groups, wedding parties, schools, colleges and many more. The project will not
only boost tourism which has been only of
the religious type till now, expanding its
dynamic towards a group of vast and varied
interests of individuals. With state of the art
amenities and global standard facilities it
aims to attract a diverse group of people to
the Braj, which will ultimately contribute to
its social as well as economic development.
More importantly the project aims to meet
the goals of sustainable development and is
energy efficient as is evident from it
being a LEED Gold Certified project.
The multifaceted project will accelerate not only economic growth but will
transform the Heritage site that is
Braj, keeping its values intact and
putting it more prominently on the
global map by the use of advanced
technology and science.
The vision behind the project is
what makes it so immense. The
spiritual awakening of the youth
and the nurturing of their talents
and hopes in a realm so modern in its
artifice and so cultural in its spirit is a
salute to the motherland. The creation of
this centre where human beings from all
walks of life, from any corner of the world
and across all ages can reside and interact
is truly a testament to the diversity of India, its heritage, its cultural values, its
ancient scriptures and its values. A place
where God exists with science and humans coexist peacefully is great service
to the society apart from the revenue that
it will generate in terms of profits increasing the value of land as well as leading to
social growth and an all-round transformation. The Vrindavan Heritage Tower
will ensure that the youth has in their
hearts and their brains the values of our
ancient culture, the importance of the
arts as well as science and also that of
sustainability. The centre that caters to a
plethora of interests could entirely change
the face of tourism in India and make it
Braj the number one tourist destination
nationally as well as internationally.
March 2017
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BUILDING A WORLD CLASS

SPIRITUAL EDIFICE

SHRI MADHU PANDIT DASA

NRI Achievers sought out the Chairman of the Vrindavan Heritage Tower and the
Krishna Leela theme park, Shri Madhu Pandit Dasa, a Padmashri awardee, to converse
on the philosophy behind the design and structuring of the immense theme park coming
up at Vrindavan. In this feature, he answers the queries posed by our writer. Presented
here are his responses, largely in his own words …

C

entral to Hinduism is the holy trinity of
divinity in the form of Bramha the creator,
Shiva the destroyer and Vishnu the protector. And Krishna is portrayed as an avatar
of Vishnu. How come Lord Krishna then
has become so iconic, with an universal
appeal to people from across the globe?
What is it about Krishna that mesmerises
people harking from other cultures – mysticism, zest, festivity, frolic, what ?
“The very name “Krishna” derives from the root
(dhatu) “Krish.” This is the same root from which the
word “akarshan” is derived as well, which means attraction. Thus the meaning of “Krishna,” is: “All Attractive.”
Parashara Muni defines the ‘Supreme Absolute Truth’ to
be the person who is all attractive. He further defines
attractiveness as an outcome that derives from the possession of six opulences – wealth, strength, fame, beauty,
knowledge & renunciation. Parashara Muni further
analyses that anyone possessing all six opulences to an
unlimited extent, will be the Supreme Lord, Bhagavan.
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Krishna has amply demonstrated how He possesses all
these opulences to an unlimited extent, and thence fits
the description of the Supreme Lord. Therefore His
name, Krishna. It is but natural therefore that people
from all over the world are attracted to Krishna, as He is
the Supreme Lord of everything that is in this creation.
“Krishna says in the Bhagavad Gita, “mattahparataramnanyadkinchidasthi” – “there is nothing superior to
Me”. Lord Shiva in the Padma Purana says “aradhananamsarveshamvishnoraradhanamparam” – “the worship
of Vishnu is the highest.” Lord Brahma says in the Brahma Samhita “ishwarahparamahKrishnah…sarvakaranakaranam” – “Krishna is the supreme controller and the
cause of all causes.” So both Lord Shiva and Lord Brahma accept Krishna’s instruction in the Gita that Krishna
is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. In fact in the
Padma Purana it is mentioned: “yastunarayanamdevam
brahma-rudradi-daivataihsamatvenaivavikshetasapashandibhaveddhruvam” – “A person who considers
Demigods like Brahma and Shiva to be on an equal level with Narayana is to be considered an offender.” This
establishes that Krishna’s position is not be equated with
that of anyone else, including Lord Shiva and Lord Brahma, although they are the greatest personalities in this
universe.
“In the Vedas, personalities like Brahma, Shiva, Indra,
Surya, Ganesha et al are described as “Devatas” or Demigods, while Krishna or Vishnu is the Parama Purushottama or the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Why this
distinction ? Because Krishna has created all the Devatas
and hence His position is always superior. In fact in the
Gita, Krishna confirms this – “ahamadir hi devanam” – “I
am the source of all the demigods.”
www.nriachievers.in
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The Rig Veda says “om tad vishnohparamampadamsadapashyantisurayah” – the
demigods are simply waiting to have Darshan of the lotus feet of the Supreme Lord
Vishnu.” The Vedas are definitely monotheistic because they establish Krishna or
Krishna’s incarnations such as Vishnu and
Narayana to be the Supreme Person. It is
a recent widespread misconception that
Hinduism is polytheistic, which has no
basis in the Vedas.”
While Buddhism, variously called a
religion and a way of life, originated on
Indian soil, it seems to have receded to
the background here in India but thrives
in many other parts of the world as a
dominant religion and way of life. In
the same context, how do you explain
the phenomenon where the Krishna cult
is witnessing a rising wave of universal
and global following all in a relatively
short span of time within our lifetimes
?
“Lord Buddha appeared about 2500
years ago. At that time the Vedas were being misused. There is a portion of the
Vedas where there are allowances for
animal sacrifice. Although the Vedas do
not encourage the eating of meat, they do
recognize that there will always be some
www.nriachievers.in

people who cannot do without it. Hence
the Vedas allow for it under highly restrictive conditions. This is like the government issuing licenses to open liquor
vends. The government doesn’t want to
encourage alcoholism, but it will allow the
selling of alcohol under some restrictions.
This is because though the government
doesn’t want it, there will still be some
people who cannot do without it, and
hence the government allows it in a limited fashion. The Vedas allow for animal
sacrifice and meat-eating in a similar
fashion. However people started misusing this allowance, using it to justify the
wholesale slaughter of animals. And meat
was sold in temples as “Prasad”. Since
animals too are the children of Lord
Krishna, He took compassion on the
animals and incarnated as Lord Buddha.
In order to stop the killing of animals,
Lord Buddha rejected the Vedas and said
ahimsa paramo dharma. Thus did He
wean people away from killing animals.
Lord Buddha propounded the ‘voidistic’
philosophy that when our existence is
destroyed, we attain nirvana or liberation.
Buddhism became widespread in India.
“About a thousand years later, Lord
Shiva incarnated as Adi Shankaracharya.

Adi Shankara vanquished the Buddhists
with his philosophical prowess and made
them accept the Vedas. Thus Buddhism
lost its following in India, and people
once again started following the Vedas.
But to achieve his mission, Adi Shankara
propounded the ‘impersonalise’ philosophy, which is akin to Buddha’s voidistic
philosophy so that people can easily make
the shift. He said that Supreme Absolute
Truth is impersonal and when we attain
mukti, we merge our existence into it.”
“This was a slight improvement over
voidism. After Adi Shankara came the
Vaishnava philosophers, Sri Ramanujacharya and Sri Madhvacharya, who with
their philosophical prowess, unseated the
‘impersonalize’ philosophers and established that the Supreme Absolute is a person, Lord Vishnu and that after we attain
mukti, we retain our individuality in the
spiritual world, Vaikuntha. This understanding was further enhanced by Sri
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, who appeared
about 500 years ago and who gave the
ultimate understanding of Krishna’s supreme position. Hence Lord Chaitanya’s
movement is attracting more followers as
the time goes by, as it is the ultimate philosophy.”
March 2017
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How do you propagate emotional and
devotional surrender to Lord Krishna
through your spiritual management
and promotional strategy, in this fast
paced world where technology has become a dominant creed of our life?
“The method of surrender to Krishna
is made very simple in the modern age:
“kali kale nama rupe avatar” – in the
modern age, Krishna has incarnated as
His holy name. In order to surrender to
Krishna, all that we have to do is to chant
the Mahamantra, “Hare Krishna Hare
Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare, Hare
Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare
Hare,” for a fixed number of times daily.
And whenever we get time, read Krishna’s
instructions in the Bhagavad Gita. Children, students, corporate professionals,
retired senior citizens – regardless of age,
religion, race, nationality, profession –
anyone and everyone can chant this Mahamantra and be happy. We invite people
from all religions to chant Hare Krishna
without any restriction. In fact, this principle is seen in all religions. Even Christianity and Islam recommend the chanting
of the Lord’s holy name. If someone is not
comfortable with chanting Hare Krishna
because of his religion, he may chant the
Lord’s names given in his religion and still
derive the same ultimate benefit. The
principle is to surrender to the Supreme
Lord Krishna with love and devotion,
through the process of chanting His holy
name.”
Contemporary times are manifesting
a movement towards interfaith harmony as religious feuds have eroded the
faith of humanity in religion. Viewed
from this point of view, how do you find
the challenges of propagation of faith in
Lord Krishna around the globe?
“We have the highest regard for other
religions. Srila Prabhupada, our Founder
Acharya, has said that we accept Jesus
Christ and Mohammed the Prophet as
Acharyas. They are bonfide messengers
of God. So also Lord Buddha, Guru Nanak and others. They have all propagated
the same message of God, in different
places under different circumstances in
different ways. But the principle is always
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the same – to surrender to the Supreme
Lord Krishna with love and devotion,
through the process of chanting His holy
name. Hence everyone is welcome to
unite under one roof by chanting the
Lord’s holy name. Everyone is welcome
to chant Hare Krishna, be happy and go
back to Godhead. We do not discriminate
on the basis of caste or religion. And as I
had mentioned earlier too, if one is uncomfortable with chanting ‘Hare Krishna’,
then by all means may he chant the Lord’s
names given in his religion and he will
still derive the same ultimate benefit. Understanding this principle is the key to
universal harmony. Our aim is to know
the truth. Believing in God or believing
that there is no God is not going to help.
We want that people must learn the truth

about God. By reading the Bhagavad Gita,
anyone can become proficient in the science of spirituality and know without
doubt about the existence of the Supreme
Lord Krishna. The knowledge of the Gita
can dispel the darkness of ignorance and
lead to a harmonious cooperation with all
other religions.”
So how do you link “spiritual quotient” as a mood of convergence of body,
mind and spirit, with a sense of unity of
consciousness in life?
“In the Gita, Lord Krishna explains that
our body consists of two components.
The first is the gross body comprising
earth, water, fire, air and space. These five
elements make up the body that we see
consisting of bone, blood, flesh, senses,
organs etc. The second component of our
body is the subtle body comprising the
mind, intelligence and our false ego (the

sense of identity that I am such and such
a person). Now Krishna analyses that we
are not any of these things. We say my
hand, my legs, my eyes, my mind, my intelligence etc. I possess consciousness
which cannot be attributed to any of these
things. That means that we have an existence independent of both the gross and
subtle bodies. And we possess consciousness. To understand this is the first step
in spirituality. To know that I am a conscious person residing in a body made of
gross and subtle elements, is the spiritual
student’s first lesson. As we improve our
“spiritual quotient” by understanding
more of this knowledge from the Gita, the
more we understand how this body, mind
and intelligence are superficial impositions on my true individuality as a devotee of Lord Krishna.”
How do you rate the response of economically advanced western nations to
the Hare Krishna movement in terms of
the numbers – followers, the size of the
temples, their capacity to offer different
facilities et al., to retain the faith structure of followers for a long time?
“Knowledge has no boundaries. Developed or developing or under-developed
states of countries and economies do not
really matter. People everywhere are interested to know the truth. Spiritual conviction develops on the basis of the universal knowledge of the Gita, which
teaches us the ultimate truth. Once a person is in knowledge, the person’s conviction cannot be shaken. Hence our mission
is to simply present the ultimate truth
given in the Gita without any change as
taught by our spiritual master Srila Prabhupada. People from all parts of the world
are interested to know the truth of the
Gita as long as it is presented without our
own interpretation.”
Tell us more about the various charitable activities and community service
rendered by the Hare Krishna Movement in different parts of the world to
ameliorate human suffering.
“Apart from spreading the unadulterated message of the Gita, we have taken
to intervening into social structures via
other programmes as well over time.
www.nriachievers.in
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Akshaya Patra, for instance, is a free midday meal programme in government
schools all over India, which was initiated
by ISKCON Bangalore. Nearly 1.5 million
students benefit from this programme
daily, which has become the world’s largest NGO-run school midday meal program. This programme is run in partnership with the government. Free meals to
widows of Vrindavan is another such programme. Value Education for school children is yet another such programme.
Organic farming is one more initiative
that has benefited many farmers in Karnataka. We also plan to start a free boarding school in Vrindavan, for children
from economically challenged sections.”
How do you see your upcoming Vrindavan Heritage Tower and Krishna
Leela Theme Park becoming a ‘signature
tune’ of ISCON and transforming Vrindavan into a pulsating centre for Krishna-bhakts?
“Vrindavan for ages has been the place
of pilgrimage for Krishna lovers and devotees. To herald the importance of Gita
in contemporary times, what better place
than that of the speaker of the Gita, Lord
Krishna? The Vrindavan Heritage Tower
will have facilities for courses teaching the
Gita from Basic to Advanced levels depending upon the student’s capacity. The
indoor theme park is based upon the life
and times of Krishna, and will present the
teachings of Krishna in a contemporary
and interesting way that is attractive to
both the young and old alike. A 900 seater state-of-the-art auditorium will give

opportunities for promotion of Indian art
forms like music, folk dance etc.”
Salient features of Braj Cultural Heritage?
“Braj has its own distinct art forms.
Dance forms like Mayur Nritya and
Charkula are quite lively. Folk dances like
phoolonki Holi are very popular. All of
them celebrate Krishna by relating His
activities through their own forms. Cow’s
milk and milk products form an inseparable part of Braj culture. The lassis and
Mathura pedas are famous and all time
favorites. Seasonal sweet dishes like gajak
add to the variety. This is because of the
culture of maintaining Goshalas in Braj.
Braj also has innumerable places of historical importance, since they stand testimony to the various activities of Krishna
as described in local folklore as well as the
Vedas.”
How do you manage the financial aspect of such comprehensive and huge
projects within and outside India, especially with regard to Innovation In design, architecture and resource mobilization?
“The projects and social initiatives of
the Hare Krishna Movement are inspired
by Srila Prabhupada our beloved spiritual master and the founder and acharya of
the world-wide Hare Krishna Movement.
Our capital is not money - our real capital
is the devotion in the hearts of thousands
and millions of devotees of Lord Krishna
the world over. Our asset is the blessings
of Srila Prabhupada and our investment
is dedication and selfless service. All these

ingredients really make the successful
project. Srila Prabhupada has inspired in
the hearts of many devotees round the
world to not only contribute in the form
of money but also in the form of selfless
service. We have roped a whole bevy of
consultants for the building – this Vrindavan Heritage Tower and Krishna Lila
Theme Park at Vrindavan. We have with
us Thronton Tomasetti, who are looking
into the structural design of this skyscraper tower. Thronton Tomasetti were the
ones who have the unique distinction of
being known as the super-tall design firm.
The upcoming tallest building in the
world in is being overseen by the Thronton Tomasetti firm.”
How do you link corporate governance with the philosophy of Bhagwat
Gita where Krishna is the centre of all
cosmic activities?
“Bhagavadgita gives us complete
knowledge on how to live one’s life, depending fully on the Lord and offering
everything to Him. It also gives us the
highest of ethical, moral and spiritual instruction. Good corporate governance is
based on principles of highest morality
and conduct. Gita should thus become
the beacon for corporate governance as it
can give one the highest moral and ethical
principles.”
What is the focal area of your media
management to make Hare Krishna
Movement a truly universal movement
in nature, impact and diversity?
“The fundamental principles of the
Hare Krishna movement are universal in
nature. It is not meant for any particular,
caste, creed on gender. Its principle of total surrender to Krishna and accepting as
the Lord of all the universes and the real
enjoyer is universal truth. It is not meant
for only Indians or Hindus. Thus we see
that Hare Krishna Movement attract following from all parts of the world. People
from different nationalities, castes, religions have accepted these principles.”
Ashirvad Pandey

The writer, a BITSian, is
an Electrical Engineer by
profession but a hobby writer
by instinct.
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OIA: The Policy Space

PBD 2017
AN ENTIRELY
NEW FORMAT...

We have been diligently in engagement with the Overseas Indian Affairs
cell (Erstwhile MOIA) of the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA), Government of India, about creating an interface within the confines of our magazine that would connect this important Diaspora cell within the MEA
and our esteemed readers. This has borne fruit, and here you have the
outcome – in the form of a regular monthly column, where the Secretary
(Overseas Indian Affairs) of the MEA, presently Shri Dnyaneshwar Mulay,
will respond to key policy issues and share with our readers whats in store
the coming months. With this first installment, this space will also gradually take on the hues of a Q&A, or a forum to raise issues that need attention by the Ministry. Here goes …
MINISTRY’S OUTCOME
ANALYSIS OF BENGALURU
PBD 2017
PBD 2017 saw an entirely new format
getting introduced, to rekindle interest of Pravasis in the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas and make it an event that
attempts to redefine the government’s
relationship with the Diaspora. In
this new format, session themes were
thought out very carefully after a
thorough homework that took up almost the entire 2016 year, wherein 10
brainstorming sessions were held under the chairmanship of the External
Affairs Minister. These sessions
touched upon all the major aspects of
India’s relations with the Diaspora
and vice-versa. Action Taken Reports
(ATRs) on these sessions were presented by MEA officials and experts
in the PBD. This was followed by unprecedented participation of audiences in 13 different sessions. The
outcome is being compiled for Ministry’s assessment as well as determin-
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ing further policy approaches.
THOUGHTS ON PARTICIPATION – ESPECIALLY DIASPORA
FROM ACROSS THE WORLD
PBD 2017 has seen the largest participation ever, when compared to
all earlier editions. We had a total of
7212 registrations representing 72
countries and almost all the regions
of the world.

REGIONAL PARTICIPATION
Over half the registrations came from
six countries in West Asia and the
Arabian Gulf. Apart from West Asia
and GCC countries, quite a large participation came from the USA and
Malaysia. Countries from Asia and
Europe comprised over two-thirds of
the entire registrations.

DOMESTIC PARTICIPATION –
FROM VARIOUS STATES OF
INDIA
We had made considerable efforts to

reach out to the States/UTs at three
levels. First, we invited all CMs to
participate in the Chief Ministers’
Session. Second, we wrote to the
State/UT Governments to make
their presence felt at the Exhibition
specially designed with specific
themes for the PBD. Third, we requested the State/UT Governments
to encourage participation of their
respective overseas Diaspora in the
PBD. Response was quite impressive, particularly for participation in
the Exhibition. Several Chief Ministers and officials participated in
the PBD. Karnataka being the partner State had the highest numbers
www.nriachievers.in
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to cover all the dimensions of our
relationship with the Diaspora.
However, an event of such magnitude could and should always be
improved. We have assessed PBD
2017 and feel that we could improve
future editions to make the PBD
more content-rich and representative of this unique partnership. For
example, we shall make more efforts
to garner increased participation
from Oceania, Africa and Eastern
Europe. Similarly, we could also innovate for attracting participation
of the North Eastern States so that
the Diaspora from these regions also
can join in good numbers.

ANY OTHER HIGHLIGHTS?
in registration. Besides Karnataka,
Kerala and Tamil Nadu accounted
for a significant number of registrations. Delhi too was represented
through large numbers.

DIGNITARY PARTICIPATION?
Several Cabinet Ministers from the
Centre and States participated in the
PBD 2017. From overseas, we had
Dr. Antonio Costa, Prime Minister
of Portugal, Mr. Michael Ashwin
Adhin, Vice-President of Suriname
and Ministerial delegates from Malaysia and Mauritius. The highlight
of course was the presence of our
www.nriachievers.in

own Hon’ble Prime Minister and
Hon’ble President. Both the Rashtrapati and the Pradhan Mantri, in
their address had touched upon several aspects of our connectivity as
well as measures taken by India to
strengthen partnerships with overseas Indians. Hon’ble Prime Minister made a number of announcements, including extension of date
for conversion of PIO cards to OCI
cards.

SHORTCOMINGS?
I would not call these shortcomings since we had made every effort

This PBD has made a mark and has
paved the way for redefining and
strengthening our connectivity and
partnership with overseas Indians.
The message of Hon’ble External
Affairs Minister that India cares
for the welfare and security of
overseas Indians has reached every
nook and corner of the globe.
Overseas Indians felt a heightened
sense of welcome in India. Above
all, within India, there is a new
awakening about the significance
of our Diaspora to India’s future
development.

NRI Achievers Bureau
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DIASPORA ACHIEVERS

PRAVASI BHARATIYA SAMMAN AWARDEES

On the final day of the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2017 at Bengaluru, the closing session was graced by the honorable President of India Shri Pranab Mukerjee, during which he felicitated several people of Indian origin for
their contributions to society, science and human advancement. The NRI Achievers team will bring you vignettes
of these unique personalities and their work in this issue and in forthcoming editions as well. We present here
the first of such vignettes our editorial team has put together ...

DR. CARANI BALARAMAN
SANJEEVI
Professor Carani Balaraman Sanjeevi has
been awarded the PBSA by the President
of India in the feild of medicine, hospital
& health care. A professor at the Karolinska Institute, Dr. Sanjeevi heads a research group on “Diabetes Immunology”
at the Center for Molecular Medicine in
Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden. Professor Sanjeevi is also
a Senior Advisor to the Innovation office
of the Karolinska Institute. His research focuses on developing
novel biomarkers for early identification of auto-immune diabetes as maternal-foetal interaction in the etiology of type 1
diabetes. Professor Sanjeevi has been a member of the Scientific and Medical Advisory Board since 2015.
Dr. Carani Sanjeevi is an eminent doctor of medicine and a
highly qualified medical specialist who has been able to combine
his professional responsibilities as medical prqactitioner with
research and advancement of knowledge in the field of his specialization, i.e., the study of Diabetes. In the year 2013, he was
selected as a member of the Nobel Prize Committee for Medicine
and Physiology. Dr. Sanjeevi has been a Senior Adviser in Life
Sciences at the Invest in Sweden Agency (belonging to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Sweden) which promotes
Swedish investment abroad and in this capacity, he has consistently tried to foster connections between Swedish and Indian
companies in the Health and Life Services sector. He has been
instrumental in arranging agreements between the Department
of Biotechnology in the Indian Ministry of Science & Technology and the Centre for Molecular Medicine in Karolinska Institute. He has also played a very helpful role in the efforts to promote Ayurveda and Yoga in Sweden.

DR. LAEL ANSON E. BEST
Israel’s Dr. Lael Anson E. Best, another recepient of the Pravasi
Bharatiya Samman Award 2017, was felicitated for his services
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in the field of Medical Sciences as well. The professor, a cardiothoracic surgeon, completed both his Bachelor’s in Medicine
and his Master’s in Surgery from the University of Gujarat, India,
before immigrating to Israel in 1979.
Dr. Lael Anson E. Best is a highly accomplished thoracic surgeon, who is currently a Consultant at the Rambam Medical
Centre – among the best medical institutions of Israel. During
his career, he became a Fellow of the International College of
Surgeons, a Fellow of the American College of Chest Physicians,
Fellow of the American College of Surgery, Fellow of Cardiothoracic Surgery and, significantly, a Fellow of the Royal College
of Surgeons of England. He has won
several outstanding awards of excellence from the Prime Minister, the
President and Ministry of Health of
Israel. In 2011, India’s then External
Affairs Minister Salman Khurshid,
presented Dr. Best with the Indian
Empire Magazine’s award for excellence in medical sciences among the
Indian Diaspora. Dr. Best has a remarkable research and academic track record. He received an
Outstanding Lecturer Award more than once from the Technion
Faculty of Medicine in Haifa, Israel. He has published two theses
during his career and has 7 basic research publications and 28
clinical descriptive research publications to his credit. Twentyfive of his case reports have found their way into leading medical journals. He is among very few Israelis of Indian origin who
have created a strong impact on Israeli society.

NAZEER AHAMED MOHAMED ZACKIRIAH
Nazeer Zackiriah, a permanent resident of the Sultanate of
Brunei Darussalam, is an Indian-origin entrepreneur who
has contributed to the strengthening of links between India,
Brunei and the Indian community of Brunei. He has actively supported Indian Government initiatives and events
and has ensured meaningful interactions with local and
Indian entrepreneurs for visiting Indian delegations. He
has enhanced local respect for the Indian community in
www.nriachievers.in
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Brunei through his active
charitable endeavours,
both in his individual capacity and as the President of the Indian Chamber of Commerce of Brunei. By virtue of the recognition that he has obtained from His Majesty
the Sultan of Brunei for
these charitable and community-building efforts,
he has been instrumental in raising the prestige and profile
of the Indian community in Brunei as well.
Nazeer Ahamed has achieved notable success in the
textile retail sector in Brunei. From humble beginnings,
through hard work and acumen, he has built up the
largest chain of textile stores of Brunei, which is now
providing significant employment and promoting trade.
He has contributed towards strengthening the link between the Indian community and Bruneians by organizing the active participation of the Indian community
in Bruneian national events like the National Day of
Brunei and the Birthday Celebrations of His Majesty
the Sultan.

NISHA DESAI BISWAL
Nisha Desai Biswal has served as an Assistant Secretary
of State for South and Central Asian Affairs with the
Obama Administgration of the United States, and is
among the six other Indian American recipients of the
Pravasi Bharatiya Samman Awards 2017. She helmed the
United States’ foreign policies and external affairs in India,
Bhutan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Bangladesh and other countries in central Asia. Previous President Barack
Obama had on 18th July, 2013 nominated her to head his
South Asia bureau in the US state department. Desai was
the first person of Indian or even South Asian origin to
head the bureau, which oversees US foreign policy and
relations with India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan,
Sri Lanka, Nepal, Maldives and Bhutan. She was also the
assistant administrator with USAID, which too was headed by an Indian-American, Rajiv Shah.
Nisha, a graduate of the University of Virginia, began
her professional career in Washington DC with the American Red Cross in the mid-90s before joining USAID. As
a Hill staffer with the US House of Representatives; ‘International Relations Committee’ from 1999 to 2002, she
worked extensively with diplomats from the region before
going in for another stint with the NGO InterAction. From
2005 to 2010 she was the Majority Clerk for the State Department and Foreign Operations Subcommittee on the
www.nriachievers.in

Committee on Appropriations in the US, a crucial position
close to the purse strings of American foreign aid. Nisha
Desai Biswal explains the secret of friendship with PM
Narendra Modi that has often puzzled pundits in both
countries. Biswal, 48, a person of Indian origin, said in
her acceptance speech after getting the Pravasi Bhartiya
Samman from President Pranab Mukherjee at the valedictory event of the three-day Pravasi Bharat in Bengaluru:
“Seeds for the chemistry between Barack Obama and
Narendra Modi were sown much earlier. Obama had the
cultural influences of his Indian-origin roommate in college, while Modi, as a young boy, travelled across the towns
and cities of the USA. It led to a truly global partnership.
Modi has visited the US twice since he became PM and
was given a warm welcome by Obama in the White House
on both occasions. Obama also honoured Modi's invitation and participated in the Republic Day parade in New
Delhi in January 2015.
Biswal, speaking on behalf of 30 awardees of very diverse backgrounds that included one PM, four MPs and
people working in community service, medicine, arts and
culture and business, also outlined her own efforts at improving the India-US relationship during the Obama administration. “I have sought to deepen the ties. I have kept
the interests of my country, US and also worked for India.
The wonderful thing is that the interests of two countries
converge. Both believe in freedom, democracy, tolerance
and pluralism. In the
laws that govern our
countries, etched in our
very souls.” She said
Diwali is celebrated in
every state in the US as
well as the White House,
while new Green Card
holders could put the
stamp representing this
festival on their cards.
“It has become part of
the cultural life and of
the rich American tapestry. The story of the Indian immigrants is the story of
America itself – independent, industrious and ambitious.
Top companies like Google, Microsoft, Pepsi now have
Indian American CEO’s. She added. PM Antonio Luis
Santos da Costa of Portugal, Priti Patel and Neena Gill of
UK, Winston Chandarbhan Dookeran of Trinidad and
Tobago, Pravind Kumar Jugnauth of Mauritius, were also
recepients of the award. President Mukherjee echoed the
pluralism mantra that Biswal spoke of and exhorted NRIs
and PIOs to be emissaries of the Indian growth story.

NRI Achievers Bureau
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INSTITUTIONAL ACHIEVERS

PRAVASI bharatiya SAMMAN AWARDEES

Towards the closing of the biennial mega diaspora event organised by the Indian government as part of it’s diaspora outreach – the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2017 – a galaxy of achievers who have contributed in no small
measure to the prestige and dignity of the Indian Diaspora community worldwide were honoured with the highest award instituted by the Indian government for the ‘Pravasis’ - or the Diaspora, the ‘Pravasi Bharatiya
Samman’ awards. Amoung the pathbreaking individuals who were felicitated with the bestowal of this award
were some institutions as well – essentially Indian Diaspora Collectives – who have proven to be a boon to
community members. We feature them in this piece for your reading pleasure …

THE ANTWERP INDIAN
ASSOCIATION, BELGIUM
President Pranab Mukerjee awarded the Antwerp
Indian Association, a diaspora community collective based out of the belgian capital, with the
2017 Pravasi Bharatiya Saaman for excellence in
the field of community service. The AIA was
formed in 1979, and the first members of the Association were diamond traders. The Antwerp
Indian Association comprises of influential mem-

welfare related interests of Indians in Belgium. The
Association
has facilitated formulation of the ‘collective’ opinion of the large Indian
Community by first bringing the entire community under its ambit, and then by providing effective leadership that is emphatic to the cause of
India and Indians in Belgium. It has ably assisted
in promoting a spirit of unity and harmony
amongst Indians in Belgium as well as enhancing
friendship and engagement with the local Belgian
Community. The Association has also been involved with social and humanitarian causes in
India and abroad, in philanthropic and charitable
work, and in promoting outstanding contributions that have enhanced India’s prestige in the
country of residence.

SINGAPORE INDIA ASSOCIATION
bers of the Indian Community in Belgium who
play an important role in the activities of the local
Government both in Antwerp and in the rest of
Belgium. Members of the Association have made
a name for themselves in the economy and within the local Belgian Communities. This has in
fact enabled them to act as a bridge integrating
interests of the Indian Community in Belgium
with local interests. Several members of the Association have liaised effectively with the local
Belgian community and authorities to promote
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One of Singapore's oldest sporting clubs for Indians has been conferred
with the Pravasi Bharatiya Samman Award during PBD 2017. The Singapore Indian Association, aka IA, formed in
1923, has a hoary past.
It’s foundation stone was
laid by India’s first Prime
Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, on the 17th of June, 1950. Jawed
Ashraf, the High Commissioner of India to
www.nriachievers.in
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INDIA SOCIAL & CULTRAL CENTRE, ABU DHABI
Another Indian Diaspora Institution
that was felicatated with the Pravasi
Bharatiya Samman Award by the President of India was the India Social &
Cultural Centre, at Abu Dhabi. Also
for its contribution in the domain of
Community Services. The ISC Abu
Dhabi is a premier socio-cultural organisation and the apex body of the
registered Indian associations in the
capital city of Abu Dhabi. The genesis
of ISC may be traced to the Unity Club
that took shape in 1967 from the
shared vision of a band of pioneering
Indians to create a centre for social

and cultural activities, and a link to
the cultural roots and memories of
their homeland. With the benevolence
and magnanimity of His Highness

Singapore, during his visit to the Club recently,
said: “When I look at the history of the Singapore
Indian Association, and the work it has done here
and the work it continues to do, its contribution
cannot simply be measured by the award ...”
Ashraf also spoke about the club’s illustrious
sporting history in cricket, hockey, football and
other sports. The PBSA recognises significant
contributions in various fields, such as creating
www.nriachievers.in

Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan,
the father of the UAE, the Unity Club
was metamorphosed into the India
Social and Cultural Centre, an institution with a brand new identity, intent
on serving the Indian community.
Located in Abu Dhabi, the emerging
land of opportunities, ISC has grown
from strength to strength and has today become a home away from home
for the Indian Diaspora, serving as a
venue for members and their families
for a wide range of social, cultural,
literary, educational and recreational
activities.

better understanding of India abroad, support for
India's causes and concerns in a tangible way, and
building closer links between India, the overseas
Indian community and their country of residence.
The recognition is also for contributions to social
and humanitarian causes in India or abroad, welfare of the local Indian community, philanthropic and charitable work, eminence in one's field or
outstanding work which has enhanced India's
prestige in the country of residence or eminence
in skills that have enhanced India's prestige in that
country for non-professional workers. Singapore
has 9.2 percent Indians in its population of 5.78
million, more than 6,000-registered businesses
across various economic sectors and a strong expatriate community of professionals and bluecolour workers who call Singapore their home
away from India.

NRI Achievers Bureau
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FINDING SOLUTIONS for
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
JYOTI MATHUR FILIPP

Jyoti Mathur-Filipp is a Senior Communications and Outreach Officer for the
Division of the Global Environment Facility in the United Nations in Geneva.
Jyoti’s career has been devoted to finding
solutions for better management of our
environment, raising awareness and
practicing advocacy on issues directly
related to the importance of sustainable
development. The writer caught up with
her during her recent sojourn here in
Delhi, to talk to her about various facets
of sustainable development, and other
issues close to her heart. Excerpts …

B

Photos: Rajeev Tyagi
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efore jumping into the interview,
let us profile Jyothi here in an introductory paragraph. Jyothi’s
career started with an UNDP assignment
in 1993, where she began work as a Programme Officer with the Global Environment Facility, initially working for the
Regional Bureau for Asia Pacific and later
for the Regional Bureau for CEE countries. She then switched to the UNDP
Capacity 21 programme as an information Officer, where she focused on developing resources for countries to use for
developing and implementing their national Agenda 21 programmes. She has
also worked with the first private-public
partnership between an UN organization
and the private sector, Netaid (UNDP and
Cisco), to promote awareness of povertyrelated issues among the public. She has
been a Project Manager for the 139-country UNEP-GEF project ‘Building Capacity for Effective Participation in the Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH)’ in Geneva. The Biosafety Clearing-House,
apropos, is a tool for implementing the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety. Prior to
joining UNEP, Jyoti had worked at the
www.nriachievers.in
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Secretariat of the ‘United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)’ and had assisted with capacity-building. At the secretariat, she had
also developed a library of capacity-building tools, guidelines and applications to
assist countries in fulfilling their mandates. Jyoti holds an Advanced Degree in
Urban Policy, Management and Planning
from the New School for Social Research
in New York as well as a Masters in Business Administration from the City University of New York.
Please throw some light on your journey
from India to the UN Office in Geneva.
Do add a few milestone memorable childhood experiences.
The most important memory of my
childhood is the iconic role of my mother,
who after the death of my dad played the
role of both father and mother and motivated me to be more educated, strongly
independent, highly skilled, considerably
empowered and widely open to global
exposure. After becoming a widow, she
gave dignity to her existence and joined
Air India to support us with more confidence. I recalled my school days when I
participated in drama, in artistic and cultural pursuits, and was actively involved
in tennis, horse riding, swimming and
physical fitness. Finally I found my position in UNDP, empowered by the life I
had lived since childhood.
How do you see the emerging space of
women’s empowerment in the socio-economic landscape of India?
Women are extremely strong in India,
but the problem is that Indian women are
too mixed up with so many centuries.
They are following certain traditions, customs and practices which date back to old
centuries. Indian women have a multitude of attitudes, mixed behaviour patterns, contrasting sociological backdrops
and varied cultural ethos. They should
shed their old skins to become more forward looking. It is very difficult to segregate Indian women because their behaviour is full of contrast in rural and urban
India. Even within urban India, patterns
are strikingly different in highly affluent
www.nriachievers.in

metro pockets in comparison to middle
class segment of metro pockets. The picture is quite the reverse in tier ‘B’ and ‘C’
cities and small towns, with lack of infrastructural, educational and other positive
indicators of developed urban landscapes.
But the situation is improving gradually.
Electronic media and film have played a
vital role in bringing Indian women of all
classes onto one platform and have made
them more aspirational with a true unity
of oneness.
What are the marked attitudinal and
behavioural perspectives that you would
like to suggest to inspire thought process
of women of rural and urban India?
No single formula is applicable to all

My work is my hobby.
I concentrate on the
field of environment,
forest and alternative
way of life with Nature.
Forests should not be
cut and should be kept
with our lifestyle. If we
try to save the forest,
we save the future of
the humanity.
because journey of every individual is different and life cycles are driven by different backgrounds. I can’t be a motivating
model for all women. So many NGO’s,
social activists and successful women are
playing a dominant role to influence the
thought process of the women. But the
most important key factor is what the perspective of individual women is, and
whether they are ready to receive signals
of motivations from their surroundings.
How do you see the eco-system of creativity and design thinking in the educational domain of India for a more assertive
role for women?
The syllabus of any class in schools and
colleges are defined and structured, but
ultimately students are independent to
choose their career on the basis of their

thinking and attitude. There are gender
divisions of professions in India. For example, carpentry is dominated by men
and stitching/knitting is dominated by
women. Women should have equal opportunity, access and awareness to develop a ecosystem of design thinking in
professional life.
Traditional family ties are fading away
and nuclear families are gaining popularity day by day. Viewed from this point
of view, how do you see that loss of emotional space of family life?
It is true that the emotional space of
family life is fading away in modern society and the harshness of human nature is
evident on streets and in the public domain. We have become less tolerant. All
are in great haste to be unduly expressive
and no one wants to listen. In this digital
age of a presenceless, cashless and paperless era, artificial intelligence and the internet of things is a poor substitute for
emotions like love, empathy, sympathy
and care for others.
How do you see the symbiotic relation
between Indian Diaspora and their
motherland?
Honestly it’s very difficult to answer
because my relations with Indian Diaspora across the globe are very limited on
account of my professional commitments.
The presence of Indian Diaspora is highly heterogeneous and widespread in nature. But my study in New York and association with my sister’s family in USA
has given me a strong conviction that Indian Diaspora respect their family ties
and are full of emotional stability. Overseas Indians have retained ‘Indianess’ in
their life in host/adopted countries outside India.
Which part of Indian Culture is close to
your heart and compels you to revisit it
again and again?
I basically hail from Delhi and I find my
heart close to Delhi with all my extended
family here. The colours of emotions are
very vibrant in Delhi and we visit all the
cultural nerve centres of Delhi to watch
drama, music & food festivals.
What is the secret of your life skilling for
March 2017
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building a balance between professional
life and family life with multiple responsibilities to actualize your different
‘selves’?
My work is my hobby. I concentrate on
the field of environment, forest and alternative way of life with Nature. Forests
should not be cut and should be kept with
our lifestyle. If we try to save the forest,
we save the future of the humanity. My life
partner gives me a lot of autonomy of
space for life skilling and productive
thinking. We support each other without
any interference.
During the course of your journey of
life, you must have had quite a few
potential mind changing experiences
that impacted your way of thinking.
Do share these experiences if any with
our readers.
After the early death of my father, my
mother took on and played the roles of
father, tutor, mentor and motivator. Her
multitasking left an indelible imprint
on my mind. She inspired me to perspire more for achieving success in life.
My Mom ensured that our mind should
not lose its mental edge to remain fit in
the race for excellence. She used to say
that your attitude decides your altitude
in life.
India is truly continental in character
with a lot of local cultural heritage, history, ecology, economy, dialects, food and
other forms of pluralism. How do you
capture the essence of India out of so
many contrasts and variations?
India is a beautiful country and has
been always viewed as a colourful land of
diverse cultures and traditions. I believe
we have always been empowered by our
rich heritage. I visited Haridwar recently
and could see plenty of cars and people
throughout my journey which gives us the
reflection of diverse cultural and real essence of India. The emotive colours of
love, happiness, celebration, sacrifice for
others, community life and taking rentfree accommodation in the hearts of others is not merely amazing but touching
too in this predominantly self-seeking
time and clime, where the mind is eclipsed
by matter and technology. Each and every
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part of India has a different story, narrative, script, location, character and unique
moments to treasure in memory. Its always fascinating to witness new phases of
India in countless fields. The magnitude
of the country with cultural diversity is
multi-dimensional and one life is not
enough to fathom it.
What are the hobbies that occupy your
leisure space and heal your fatigue for
more fulfilling experiences?
I love to read and do a lot of exercise to
retain physical fitness. I never miss out on
my gym sessions even during my tours. I
like to travel and explore different places
which quench my thirst for knowing things
in a better way. I feel when our mind is clear
we can focus more on work. I like to detach
from my work and work space to recharge
my internal resources and ‘dial to oneself ’
for internal harmonisation.
It is said that life is a journey and not a
destination. So isn’t it futile to sensitise
our lives with so many agendas and expectations?
Yes, it is indeed contradictory as we
cannot live without agendas and expectations that keep on changing as we take
different courses in our lives. But we
should always be a traveller during jour-

neys of life cycles to derive inspirations
from all directions and to get a new perspective of life. Motto of momentum matters a lot during our journey to counter
inertia of inaction.
Do you believe in the dynamics of destiny?
Yes, I believe in destiny. Destiny smiles
on those who are steadfast travellers on
the road of life and are always keen to actualize their potential and explore new
opportunities of fate. After the premature
death of my Dad, my mother tried to empower me through education and I was
inspired to go to New York for doing my
Masters, joined the United Nations in Geneva and got married to Robert Filipp
there. It was sheer luck that my thesis on
‘Global Environment facility’ opened up
my career in UN.
What is your overall reading of India as
a powerful emerging economy of the
world?
No doubt India is the fastest emerging economy of the world today. But
India is not taking a full step forward.
India should engage herself more comprehensively on the economic front,
keeping in view our huge human resource, abundant natural resources and
our vibrant democracy.
Do you think that gender sensitisation
deserves more priority and practice in
India to give voice and recognition to
women?
Gender sensitisation is still a priority
area for women in India to create more
opportunities for their parity, progression,
access, opportunity-creation and participation in decision making process. There
is still a bias against women not only in
developing but developed countries as
well. Very few educated women are able
to go on to top positions in governance
and mostly remain confined to middle
management positions. Inclusive and equitable quality education is the real
change-agent that can make women game
changers in society to promote lifelong
stable opportunities. Elimination of gender disparities in education deserves more
attention.

Ashirvad Pandey
www.nriachievers.in

Diasporic Trivia

THE GREAT INDIAN DIASPORA
The world is our home

NRI’s, PIO’s & OCI’s – FACTS AND FIGURES

We have now been in print for more than four years, striving to be a bridge between India and its diaspora spread all across the world. While
it did look easy in the beginning, it has over time dawned on us how tough that task we have set for ourselves is, given the spread and diversity of our diaspora. While what we present here could rightfully be categorised as ‘trivia,’ it is at the same time, a sobering fact to many of us
– the Indian diaspora is indeed world girdling. Some nuggets of information about them are downright interesting. Here, let’s take a look:
ØAround 6 Crore 16 Lakh 80 Thousand 8 Hundred and 38

NRI’s, PIO’s & OCI’s are settled all around the world.
ØIf we compare the Population of NRI’s, PIO’s & OCI’s with
the Population of India, they are just about 4.93%.
Ø28.9% of our Diaspora are PIOs, which is more than NRIs at
21.1%. But if we look at presence, NRI’s are present in maximum

countries around the world whereas PIOs and OCI’s are mostly
in countries with maximum overseas Indian populations (50%).
ØSouth Africa is the only country where NRI’s, PIO’s & OCI’s
are in major figures with around 3.6 Cr., while for U.S.A the
figure is approx. 89.2 Lakh and the least figure of around 61.6
Lakh is in Saudi Arabia.
As on December 2016

Population of Overseas Indians
SI.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

46

Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antigua & Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria and Montenegro
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bonaire & Smaller Islands
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
British Virgin Islands
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
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Non-Resident Indians
(NRIs) (2016)
2,960
50
3,770
160
1,500
15
250
600
1,465
241,000
15,500
1,694
300
312,918
10,385
100
280
10,651
200
1,563
60,000
50
23
9,000
832
75
11,500
100
200
465
1,400
245
184,320

Persons of Indian Origin
(PIOs) (2016)
9
17
0
2,500
5
300
1,800
23
1,000
255,000
4,500
83
100
3,257
6
2,114
60
8,000
1,300
0
0
10
200
1
3,000
393
3
98
62
5
35
10
0
831,865

Overseas Indians
(2016)
2,969
50
3,787
160
4,000
20
550
2,400
1,488
1,000
496,000
20,000
1,777
400
316,175
10,391
2,214
340
18,651
1,500
1,563
60,000
60
200
24
12,000
1,225
78
11,598
162
205
500
1,410
245
1,016,185
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Cape Verde Islands
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
China (Hong Kong)
China (Taiwan)
Colombia
Comoros
Congo (Dem. Rep. of)
Congo (Republic of)
Cook Island
Costa Rica
Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Croatia
Cuba
Curacao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica (Commonwealth of)
Dominican Republic
East Timor
Ecuador
Egypt
EI Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
France (Reunion Island)
France (Guadeloupe, St. Martinique,
Mayotte)
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea (Republic of)
Guinea Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Holy See
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
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20
1,500
10
120
1,400
55,500
45,000
2,444
112
30
9,000
350
5
230
1,500
42
500
5,730
1,800
8,100
350
50
100
70
43
3,500
3
250
1,000
450
5,250
1,000
5,500
19,000
250

0
100
0
0
1,300
520
6,430
128
106
200
25
8
200
20
0
38
200
1,500
128
600
3,100
0
500
75
0
47
265
3
0
3
50
23
313,798
1,500
90,000
280,000

20
1,600
10
120
2,700
56,020
51,430
2,572
218
230
9,025
358
205
250
1,500
80
700
1,500
5,858
2,400
11,200
350
550
175
70
90
3,765
6
250
1,003
500
5,273
314,798
7,000
109,000
280,250

420

66,800

67,220

100
600
3,228
76,093
10,000
12,319
200
84
700
100
300
580
NA
13
902
225
7,500
4,000
10,000
17,000

10
15
8
67,029
0
181
5,000
33
0
3
297,493
0
0
2
98
80
100,000
190
0
9,000

110
615
3,236
143,122
10,000
12,500
5,200
117
700
103
297,793
580
0
15
1,000
305
107,500
4,190
10,000
26,000
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Diasporic Trivia
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
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Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea (DPR)
Korea (Republic of)
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Laos, PDR
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho (Kingdom of )
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein (Principality of )
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malaysia
Malawi
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands (Republic of)
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau (Republic of)
Palestine (PLO)
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
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12,467
172,301
4,000
28,047
11,000
5,500
20,000
12
10,869
921,666
4,786
425
604
8,000
500
3,000
1,500
5
250
500
10
2,500
244,274
2,500
25,000
212
300
14
200
10,500
1,750
1
190
30
150
40
300
1,500
8,337
200
6
600,000
25,000
75,000
6
150
40,000
7,718
795,082
0
15
65
4,000
1,400
200
400
100,000

85,000
25,000
70,000
670
82
250
60,000
50
0
310
1,594
28
75
20
30
1,000
0
2
5
50
500
5
15,000
2,742,000
8,000
108
0
65
1
0
884,000
250
0
10
40
5
200
20
20,000
2,000,000
59
0
0
200,000
2,700
125,000
6
0
35
12,300
919
0
0
0
9,000
100
400
50
15,000

97,467
197,301
74,000
28,717
11,082
5,750
80,000
50
12
11,179
923,260
4,814
500
624
8,030
1,500
3,000
1,502
10
300
1,000
15
17,500
2,986,274
10,500
25,108
212
365
15
200
894,500
2,000
1
200
70
155
240
320
21,500
2,008,337
259
6
600,000
225,000
2,700
200,000
12
150
40,035
20,018
796,001
0
15
65
13,000
1,500
600
450
115,000
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152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe (Rep. of)
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Martin
St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Sudan
South Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks & Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
UAE
UK
USA
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
TOTAL

Source: Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi
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4,000
6,935
600,000
500
28,610
2,940
40
NA
50
3,050,000
380
46
4,000
900
350,000
130
80
20
100
60,000
35,308
14,000
250
250
50
3,400
500
150
500
12,500
13,295
107
590
10,000
20,000
500
6
1,800
121
847
309
200
23,500
5,737
2,800,000
325,000
1,280,000
500
650
10
75
2,600
400
5,000
500
13,008,012

600
65,000
Nil
210
1,950
60
30
0
0
3,567
31
6
6,000
50
300,000
50
50
0
0
1,500,000
20,000
1,600,000
500
5,005
5,300
3,000
100
Nil
154,321
500
9,000
6,738
0
20
50,000
175,000
10
40
555,000
11
64
35
50
6,500
317
3,751
1,500,000
3,180,000
30
47
800
40
2,120
10,000
18,000
9,000
17,835,407
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4,600
71,935
600,000
710
30,560
3,000
70
0
50
3,053,567
411
52
10,000
950
650,000
180
130
20
100
1,560,000
55,308
1,614,000
750
5,255
5,300
3,050
3,500
500
154,471
1,000
21,500
20,033
107
610
60,000
195,000
510
46
556,800
132
911
309
235
50
30,000
6,054
2,803,751
1,825,000
4,460,000
530
697
810
115
4,720
10,400
23,000
9,500
30,843,419
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Real Estate

THE REAL ESTATE
ROLLER COASTER
Reviewing 2016
& Looking
Forward To 2017

The real estate sector that had faced some really
turbulent times this year, is now left staring at another challenging year ahead, following the disruptions caused by the government ushering in reforms
like the Real Estate Regulation Act (RERA) and
demonetisation. But all this may in the end augur
quite well for real estate in coming times, for amidst
all this prevailing uncertainty, the new year may
well see the Indian realty sector firmly getting on to
a path of transformation and consolidation, and
moving towards more stability and some healthy
growth. An NRI Achievers’ report ...

T

he year 2016 had actually started
on a promising note for real estate, as the sector had experienced a smooth start. But much
against the the expected revival, some
subsectors – especially residential real estate – faced headwinds in terms of weak
demand and muted sales in the backdrop
of large scale delivery defaults, developerbuyer face offs, unaffordable prices and
high interest rates. The introduction of
RERA stoked the fires further by adding
further confusion to the prevailing chaos
and finally towards the end of the year,
demonetisation badly hit the struggling
sector, with the year coming to a really
painful and bumpy end.
It had proved to be a really gloomy year
for the housing market. The ever-widening trust-deficit between developers and
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home-buyers added to the woes of residential real estate, especially because a
rather large number of developers ended
up not delivering their homes on time.
The top seven cities in the country have
over 1.5 million units delayed between 1430 months, with one fourth of them in
NCR. And due to this lack of trust on the
buyers’ side, home-selling became extremely difficult. Even those who did take
a buying decision, preferred ready-tomove homes in order to secure their investment. By the end of Q1, 6.6 lakh units
across top 8 cities remained unsold, with
NCR topping with 2 lakh unsold units.
Even the festive season couldn't be of
much help, as demonetisation struck a
body-blow even as sales had just started
to pick up.
Demonetisation will adversely impact

those real estate developers who follow a
business model with large cash components. Downward pressure on prices will
be likely as these cash-strapped developers
will be compelled to liquidate their inventories at discounted rates to generate cash
flows. But on the other hand, demonetisation will, however, have a positive impact
on home buyers – especially buyers of affordable homes who invest through home
mortgage and do transactions through
cheque. And going forward, demonetisation will bring in more transparency in
real estate transactions and bridge the gap
between primary and secondary market
prices. While the residential sub-sector
was floundering, commercial real estate
in contrast saw healthy demand (26.4 msf
by 3Q 2016), with a total yearly pan-India
demand expected to touch 34.2 million
www.nriachievers.in
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mark, driven by sectors such as manufacturing, logistics and FMCG. Gaining further strength, commercial realty is likely
to see a higher demand of 38- 40 msf in
2017 – with cities like Chennai, Hyderabad and Pune driving the growth.
The theme song of the year was affordability, with affordable properties clearly
dominating the property landscapes
across cities. With developers increasingly taking to affordable housing in response to rising demand, about 59 percent
projects were launched under this segment. Developers have also resorted to
creating compact sized homes to make
them more affordable. And considering
that the residential real estate was still facing lot of stress, the government, in line
with its 'Housing for All' mission, also put
its entire focus on affordable housing, and
www.nriachievers.in

developers were incentivised by way of a
100 percent service tax waiver for affordable homes of sizes up to 30 sq mts in
metros and 60 sq mts in non metros via
the 2016 budget. But to promote timely
delivery, the tax benefit was linked to
completing construction within 3 years.
There was a rebate of INR 50,000 per annum on housing loan interest for firsttime home buyers in the affordable segment, with a loan amount not exceeding
INR 35 lakh and property value not exceeding INR 50 lakh. Rental housing also
got a boost with a HRA hike – up from
INR 24,000 to INR 60,000.
There were many positives in the otherwise dull and difficult year. It was a
watershed year in a sense that it was a
year of reformed, regulated and reoriented realty. It was a year that provided
a protective shield to home buyers by
way of passing legislation like RERA,
promising a transformed and transparent realty with fair transactions. The
passing of Goods and Sevices Tax (GST)
Act was also a positive move, a move towards simplifying the tax system and
making it more predictable for investors.
The year also saw the putting in place of
disclosure norms for REITs (Real Estate
Investment Trusts), along with detailed
norms for public issuance of REITs. The
abolition of the ‘Dividend Distribution
Tax’ paved the way for making REITs

financially viable for retail investors. In
order to help the ailing construction sector tide over the crisis, reforms were introduced to speed up resolution of disputes and ensure that construction companies’ investments do not get stuck in
arbitration. Further, amendments to the
‘Benami Transaction (Prohibition) Act’
were made to introduce stringent rules
and penalties for benami transactions –
that is, transactions carried out in fictitious names. These initiatives, there is
no gainsaying, will go a long way in regulating the sector and making it more
attractive for investors.
Notwithstanding the multiple bumps
faced in 2016, in the net, the positive
measures have put the sector firmly on the
path of long-term sustainable growth.
Though 2017 may well start on a tepid
note due to the massive demonetisationremonetisation disruption, a tax-friendly
budget coupled with rationalisation of
property prices, lower home loan rates
and implementation of RERA, GST and
Benami Act, may improve demand and
significantly push up sales, paving the way
for a more organised, regulated, reliable
and investor-friendly real estate.
Vinod Behl

The author is a senior media
professional & the consulting editor of
NRI Achievers magazine. He may be
reached at: vb@nriachievers.in
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Metaphysical Musings

Cash Cleanup
HOW INDIA CAN
COME OUT STRONGER

I

t has been several months now since
Prime Minister NarendraModi declared the so-far highest denominations of Indian currency invalid. I
hope businesses and private individuals
have largely recovered from the initial
stress and difficulties during these past
few months or so, but I am afraid a full
recovery may take longer. Politically, in
my view this was a risky move for the
government fraught with many imponderable dangers, but I presume they were
aware of that, and consciously took this
step. One of the main and professed
purposes of this measure was to curb
counterfeit currency. I would humbly
like to aver that the percentage of counterfeit notes in India is much higher than
RBI’s published estimate of about two
hundred fifty in ten lakhs or 0.025 percent. Apparently fake banknotes are not
being done by some dingy printers, but
in proper mints outside India. Also apparently, just a few years ago, the same
note presses that we commissioned to
print our money also produced counterfeit Indian notes. These fake notes were
so well done that sometimes even banks
could not identify them as counterfeit.
Another well-advertised aspect of the
measure was to address the black money
problem, which I feel will be effective
only to some extent. Maybe twenty-five
to forty percent of the black money can
be retrieved like that – the rest of them
will find some other ways. Unfortunately, nearly fifty percent of the day-to-day
business transactions in our country
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have been and still are being conducted
below the radar of the tax authorities so
far. But on the plus-side, at least thirty
to forty percent of our shadow economy
will now become part of the official
economy. Bringing these earnings on
the radar will allow us to show our economic strength in the comity of nations,
which is important. This means what
used to be a two-and-a-quarter trillion
dollar economy will suddenly become a
three trillion dollar economy. It is indeed high time that we as a nation got
our act together. We will all have to go
through this temporary hardship to set
India’s economy on a more stable basis
for it to blossom. This requires that our
economic transactions are properly recorded and taxed.
Our country is incredibly old. And
there have always been businesses in India. Right from the times of kings there
were taxes. When the British came, they
called the district administrators “Collectors.” why so? Because their only
work was to collect taxes – and not to
render any service to the public. It is
unfortunate that to this day, we have retained the same terminology. For generations, we have been thinking that if
you avoid taxes, you are smart. This idea
of giving a share of the money that you
make to the government has still not
sunk in. This is not out of criminal intent – people just have not internalised
the concept of paying taxes to fund public services. They think the way to do
their bit is to donate to a temple, the

poor, or to an orphanage. This is why
until now, our nation has been just a
geographic entity with different communities. And within their respective
communities, people may help each
other, but often times not beyond that.
There are people in our country who
are sitting on thousands of crores of rupees. Because they think money is some
kind of a commodity that they need to
store. But money in essence is not a
commodity – it is merely a transactional tool. And any transactional tool must
be moving, rather than staying in one
hand. Apart from that, many people in
our country tend to think that it is all
right to break the law. Mentally, we are
still stuck in pre-independence times
when breaking the law was heroic,
www.nriachievers.in
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nationalist, and visionary. Mahatma
Gandhi did it with great élan and expertise – rasta roko, hartal, bandh, and so
on. For a long time, we were an occupied nation where the administration
was against us. Consequently, those who
broke the law were our heroes. This attitude and approach was necessary then,
but it is time to understand that those
days are long gone.
We are still in a mode where we essentially want a king. We want to eulogize a human being to such a level that
he himself becomes an institution. If you
look at public life today, it is amazing
how people of a certain status and position in society can go on television and
tell absolute lies in front of the camera.
Even as they speak everyone knows it is
www.nriachievers.in

a lie, but still they get away with it. If
someone is intentionally trying to mislead the public, they must be gone the
next day. But out of their personal charisma, they have a large following, which
enables them to say whatever they want
without being called to account. We
have to do away with such things if we
want to move ahead.
We need to make everyone understand
that the nation is not just a geographic
area we live in – it is an institution. Within this institution, there are laws to be
followed, there are contributions to be
made, and there are benefits to be reaped.
If we as citizens do not receive the benefits in the form of infrastructure, services etc., we have the right to demand
them. We have the right to ask where our

money is going. Right now, we are neither contributing, nor are we demanding. This has not occurred to us so far.
We never thought the government is responsible for providing services, nor that
we are responsible for providing money
for the government to function. If we
want our nation to function effectively,
we need everyone to contribute. And we
need clear-cut laws that everyone must
follow. Simplification of laws and bringing an unambiguous understanding of
law to all citizens of the Nation is the
need of the hour.
Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev

The author is a prominent Indian
spiritual leader, a self-realised yogi,
mystic, seer and visionary. Prolific
author, poet, and an internationallyacclaimed speaker. You can learn
more @ isha.sadhguru.org.
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¿æ‡æ€UØ ÙèçÌÑ ¥ŠØæØ-vx

Metaphysical Musings

çâÈü¤ ÙâèÕ ·ð¤ âãUæÚÔU
¿ÜÙð ÂÚU ÕÕæüÎè ÌØ ãñU...
¥æ¿æØü ¿æ‡æ€UØ °·¤ °ðâè ×ãæÙ çßÖêçÌ Íð, çÁ‹ãô´Ùð ¥ÂÙè çßmžææ ¥õÚU ÿæ×Ìæ¥ô´
·Ô¤ ÕÜ ÂÚU ÖæÚUÌèØ §çÌãæâ ·¤è ÏæÚUæ ·¤ô ÕÎÜ çÎØæÐ ×õØü âæ×ýæ’Ø ·Ô¤ â´SÍæÂ·¤
¿æ‡æ€UØ ·¤éàæÜ ÚUæÁÙèçÌ™æ, ¿ÌéÚU ·¤êÅUÙèçÌ™æ, Âý·¤æ´Ç ¥ÍüàææS˜æè ·Ô¤ M¤Â ×ð´ Öè
çßEçßØæÌ ãé°. §ÌÙè âçÎØæ¡ »éÁÚUÙð ·Ô¤ ÕæÎ ¥æÁ Öè ØçÎ ¿æ‡æ€UØ mæÚUæ
ÕÌæ° »° çâhæ´Ì ¥õÚU ÙèçÌØæ¡ Âýæâ´ç»·¤ ãñ´ Ìô ×æ˜æ §âçÜ°, ç·¤ ©‹ãô´Ùð ¥ÂÙð
»ãÙ ¥ŠØØÙ, ç¿´ÌÙ ¥õÚU ÁèßæÙæÙéÖßô´ âð ¥çÁüÌ ¥×êËØ ™ææÙ ·¤ô, ÂêÚUè
ÌÚUã çÙÑSßæÍü ãô·¤ÚU ×æÙßèØ ·¤ËØæ‡æ ·Ô¤ ©gðàØ âð ¥çÖÃØQ¤ ç·¤ØæÐ Âðàæ ãñ
v| ¥ŠØæØô´ ßæÜè Ò¿æ‡æ€UØ ÙèçÌÓ ·¤æ ÌðÚUãßæ´ ¥ŠØæØÐ ãÚU ¥´·¤ ×ð´ ã× °·¤
¥ŠØæØ ÂÚU ÙÁÚU ÇæÜÌð ãñ´.
ØçÎ ¥æÎ×è °·¤ ÂÜ ·Ô¤ çÜ° Öè çÁ° Ìô Öè ©â ÂÜ ·¤ô
ßã àæéÖ ·¤×ü ·¤ÚUÙð ×ð´ ¹¿ü ·¤ÚU.ð °·¤ ·¤ËÂ (4,320,000
*1000 âæÜ) Ì·¤ Áè ·¤ÚU ·¤ô§ü ÜæÖ Ùãè´. ÎôÙô´ Üô·¤
§â Üô·¤ ¥õÚU ÂÚU-Üô·¤ ×ð´ Ì·¤ÜèÈ¤ ãôÌè ãñ.
A man may live but for a moment, but that
moment ought to be spent in doing auspicious deeds. It is useless living even for a
kalpa (4,320,000 *1000 years) and bringing
only distress upon the two worlds (this world
and the next).

ãô ÁæÌè ãñÚÑ v. ç·¤ÌÙè ÜÕè ©×ý ãô»è., w. ßã €UØæ
·¤ÚU»ð æ., x. ç·¤ÌÙæ ÏÙ ¥õÚU ™ææÙ ¥çÁüÌ ·¤ÚU»ð æ., ¥õÚU
y. ×õÌ ·¤Õ ãô»è.

Even as the unborn baby is in the womb of its
mother, these five are fixed as its life destiny:
life span, activities, acquisition of wealth and
knowledge, and time of death.

Îðç¹Øð €UØæ ¥æpØü ãñ? ÕÇ¸ð Üô» ¥Ùô¹è ÕæÌð´ ·¤ÚUÌð
ãñÚ. ßð Âñâð ·¤ô Ìô çÌÙ·Ô¤ ·¤è ÌÚUã ×æ×êÜè â×ÛæÌð ãñÚ
Üðç·¤Ù ÁÕ ßð ©âð Âýæ# ·¤ÚUÌð ãñÚ Ìô ©â·Ô¤ ÖæÚU
ã× ©â·Ô¤ çÜ° Ùæ ÂÀÌæ°´ Áô ÕèÌ »Øæ. ã× ÖçßcØ âð ¥õÚU çßÙ×ý ãô·¤ÚU Ûæé·¤ ÁæÌð ãñÚ.
·¤è ç¿´Ìæ Öè Ùæ ·¤ÚÔÚ. çßßð·¤ Õéçh ÚU¹Ùð ßæÜð Üô» O see what a wonder it is! The
doings of the great are strange:
·Ô¤ßÜ ßÌü×æÙ ×ð´ ÁèÌð ãñÚ.
We should not fret for what is past, nor
should we be anxious about the future – men
of discernment deal but with the present moment.

they treat wealth as lightly as
straw, yet when they obtain it, they bend under its weight.

Øã ÎðßÌæ¥æð´ ·¤æ, â´Ì ÁÙô´ ·¤æ ¥õÚU ÂæÜ·¤æð´ ·¤æ SßÖæß
ãñ ç·¤ ßð ÁËÎè Âýâóæ ãô ÁæÌð ãñÚ. çÙ·¤ÅU ·Ô¤ ¥õÚU ÎêÚU ·Ô¤
çÚUàÌðÎæÚU ÌÕ Âýâóæ ãôÌð ãñÚ ÁÕ ©Ù·¤æ ¥æÎÚU â×æÙ
ç·¤Øæ Áæ°. ©Ù·Ô¤ ÙãæÙð ·¤æ, ¹æÙð ÂèÙð ·¤æ ÂýÕÏ´ ç·¤Øæ
Áæ°. Â´çÇÌ ÁÙ ÁÕ ©‹ãð´ ¥ŠØæçˆ×·¤ â‹Îðàæ ·¤æ ×õ·¤æ
çÎØæ ÁæÌæ ãñ Ìô Âýâóæ ãôÌð ãñÚ.
It certainly is the nature of demigods, men
of good character, and parents to be easily pleased. Near and distant relatives are
pleased when they are hospitably received
with provision of bathing, food and drink;
and pundits are pleased with an opportunity
for giving spiritual discourse.

ÁÕ Õ‘¿æ ×æ¡ ·Ô¤ »Öü ×ð´ ãôÌæ ãñ Ìô Øã Âæ´¿ ÕæÌð´ ÌØ
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Áô ÃØçQ¤ ¥ÂÙð ƒæÚU ·Ô¤ Üô»æð´ âð ÕãéUÌ ¥æâçQ¤ ÚU¹Ìæ ·¤ô§ü ™ææÙ â´ÂæÎÙ ç·¤Øæ, Ùæ ãè Âñâæ ·¤×æØæ, ×éçQ¤ ·Ô¤
ãñ ßã ÖØ ¥õÚU ÎéÑ¹ ·¤ô ÂæÌæ ãñ. ¥æâçQ¤ ãè ÎéÑ¹ ·¤æ çÜ° Áô ¥æßàØ·¤ ãñ ©â·¤è ÂêçÌü Öè Ùãè´ ·¤è. ßã °·¤
×êÜ ãñ. çÁâð âé¹è ãôÙæ ãñ ©âð ¥æâçQ¤ ÀôÇÙè ÂÇ¸»ð è. çÙãæØÌ Õð·¤æÚU çÁ´Î»è ÁèÌæ ãñ Áñâð ·Ô¤ Õ·¤ÚUè ·¤è »ÎüÙ
He who is overly attached to his family mem- âð ÛæêÜÙð ßæÜð SÌÙ.
bers experiences fear and sorrow, for the root
of all grief is attachment. thus, one should
discard attachment to be happy.

He who has acquired neither virtue, wealth,
satisfaction of desires nor salvation (dharma,
artha, kama, moksa), lives an utterly useless
life, like the ‘teats’ that hang from the neck of
a goat.

Áô ÖçßcØ ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÌñØæÚU ãñ ¥õÚU Áô ç·¤âè Öè ÂçÚUçSÍçÌ ·¤ô ¿ÌéÚUæ§ü âð çÙÂÅUÌæ ãñ. Øð ÎôÙô´ ÃØçQ¤ âé¹è ãñÚ.
Üðç·¤Ù Áô ¥æÎ×è çâÈ¤ü ÙâèÕ ·Ô¤ âãæÚUð ¿ÜÌæ ãñ ßã Áô Ùè¿ Üô» ãôÌð ãñÚ ßô ÎêâÚÔU ·¤è ·¤èçÌü ·¤ô Îð¹·¤ÚU
ÕÕæüÎ ãôÌæ ãñ.
ÁÜÌð ãñ. ßô ÎêâÚÔU ·Ô¤ ÕæÚUð ×ð´ ¥ÂàæŽÎ ·¤ãÌð ãñÚ €UØô´ç·¤
He who is prepared for the future and he ©Ù·¤è ·¤éÀ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è ¥õ·¤æÌ Ùãè´ ãñ.

âéçßÏæ ãôÌè ãè Ùãè´.

He whose actions are disorganised has no
happiness either in the midst of men or in a
jungle -- in the midst of men his heart burns
by social contacts, and his helplessness burns
him in the forest.

ØçÎ ¥æÎ×è ©Â·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤æ âãæÚUæ Üð Ìô »ÖüÁÜ âð ÂæÙè
çÙ·¤æÜ â·¤Ìæ ãñ. ©âè ÌÚUã ØçÎ çßlæÍèü ¥ÂÙð »éL¤
·¤è âðßæ ·¤ÚUð Ìô »éL¤ ·Ô¤ Âæâ Áô ™ææÙ çÙçÏ ãñ ©âð Âýæ#
·¤ÚUÌæ ãñ.

As the man who digs obtains underground
water by use of a shovel, so the student attains the knowledge possessed by his preceptor through his service.

who deals cleverly with any situation that
may arise are both happy; but the fatalist
who depends wholly on luck is on the path
to ruin.

The hearts of ‘base’ men burn before the fire
of another's fame, and they slander them being themselves unable to rise to such a high
position.

If the king be virtuous, the subjects are
also virtuous. If the king be sinful, the
subjects too become sinful. If he
be mediocre, the subjects are
also mediocre. The subjects
follow the example of the
king. In short, as the
king is, so are his subjects.

leads to bondage, and detachment from such
leads to liberation – therefore it is the mind
alone that is responsible for bondage or liberation.

circumspection.

He who sheds bodily identification by means
of knowledge of the indwelling Supreme Self
(Paramatma), will always be absorbed in
meditative trance (samadhi) wherever his
mind leads him.

significance of just one letter ought to be
worshiped. He who does not give reverence
to such a guru is born as a dog a hundred
times, and at last takes birth as a chandala
(dog-eater).

ã×ð´ ¥ÂÙð ·¤×ü ·¤æ È¤Ü ç×ÜÌæ ãñ. ã×æÚUè Õéçh ÂÚU §â·Ô¤
ÂãÜð ã×Ùð Áô ·¤×ü ç·¤Øð ãñÚ ©â·¤æ çÙàææÙ ãñ. §âèçÜ°
ØçÎ ÚUæÁæ Âé‡Øæˆ×æ ãñ Ìô ÂýÁæ Öè ßñâè ãè ãôÌè ãñ. ØçÎ ØçÎ çßáØ ÕãéÌ çÂýØ ãñ Ìô ßô Õ´ÏÙ ×ð´ ÇæÜÌð ãñÚ. çßáØ Áô Õéçh×æÙ Üô» ãñÚ ßô âô¿ çß¿æÚU ·¤ÚU ·¤×ü ·¤ÚUÌð ãñÚ.
ÚUæÁæ ÂæÂè ãñ Ìô ÂýÁæ Öè ÂæÂè. ØçÎ ßã âæ×æ‹Ø ãñ Ìô âé¹ ·¤è ¥ÙæâçQ¤ âð ×éçQ¤ ·¤è ¥õÚU »çÌ ãôÌè ãñ. Men reap the fruits of their deeds, and intellects bear the mark of deeds performed in
ÂýÁæ âæ×æ‹Ø. ÂýÁæ ·Ô¤ âæ×Ùð ÚUæÁæ ·¤æ ©ÎæãÚU‡æ ãôÌæ §âèçÜ° ×éçQ¤ Øæ Õ´ÏÙ ·¤æ ×êÜ-×Ù ãè ãñ.
ãñ. ¥õÚU ßô ©â·¤æ ¥ÙéâÚU‡æ ·¤ÚUÌè ãñ.
Excessive attachment to sensual pleasure previous lives; even so the wise act after due

×ðÚUè ÙÁÚUô ×ð´ ßã
¥æÎ×è ×ëÌ ãñ Áô ÁèÌð
Áè Ï×ü ·¤æ ÂæÜÙ
Ùãè´ ·¤ÚUÌæ. Üðç·¤Ù
Áô Ï×ü ÂæÜÙ ×ð´
¥ÂÙð Âýæ‡æ Îð ÎðÌæ
ãñ ßã ×ÚUÙð ·Ô¤ ÕæÎ
Öè Õðàæ·¤ ÜÕæ
ÁèÌæ ãñ.
I consider him
who does not
act religiously
as dead though
living, but he
who dies acting
religiously unquestionably lives
long though he is
dead.

çÁâ ÃØçQ¤ Ùð ¥æÂ·¤ô ¥ŠØæçˆ×·¤ ×ãžææ ·¤æ °·¤ ¥ÿæÚU
Öè ÂÉæØæ ©â·¤è ÂêÁæ ·¤ÚUÙè ¿æçã°. Áô °ðâð »éL¤ ·¤æ
â×æÙ Ùãè´ ·¤ÚUÌæ ßã âõ ÕæÚU ·¤éžæð ·¤æ Á‹× ÜðÌæ ãñ.
Áô ¥æˆ× SßL¤Â ·¤æ ÕôÏ ãôÙð âð ¹éÎ ·¤ô àæÚUèÚU Ùãè´ ¥õÚU ¥æç¹ÚU ¿´ÇæÜ ÕÙÌæ ãñ. ¿æ´ÇæÜ ßã ãñ Áô ·¤éžææ
×æÙÌæ, ßã ãÚUÎ× â×æçŠæ ×ð´ ãè ÚUãÌæ ãñ ÖÜð ãè ©â·¤æ ¹æÌæ ãñ.
àæÚUèÚU ·¤ãUè´ Öè ¿Üæ Áæ°.
Even the man who has taught the spiritual

ç·¤â ·¤ô âÕ âé¹ Âýæ# ãé° çÁâ·¤è ·¤æ×Ùæ ·¤è. âÕ ÁÕ Øé» ·¤æ ¥´Ì ãô ÁæØð»æ Ìô ×ðL¤ ÂßüÌ çÇ» Áæ°»æ.
·¤éÀ Ö»ßæÙ÷ ·Ô¤ ãæÍ ×ð´ ãñ. §âçÜ° ã×ð´ â´Ìôá ×ð´ ÁèÙæ ÁÕ ·¤ËÂ ·¤æ ¥´Ì ãô»æ Ìô âæÌô´ â×éÎý ·¤æ ÂæÙè çß¿çÜÌ
ãô»æ.
ãô ÁæØ»æ. Üðç·¤Ù âæÏê ·¤Öè Öè ¥ÂÙð ¥ŠØæçˆ×·¤ ×æ»ü
Who realises all the happiness he desires? Ev- âð Ùãè´ çÇ»ð»æ.
erything is in the hands of God. One ought
to therefore learn contentment.

çÁâ Âý·¤æÚU °·¤ »æØ ·¤æ ÕÀÇ¸æ, ãÁæÚUô »æØæð´ ×ð´ ¥ÂÙè
×æ¡ ·Ô¤ ÂèÀð ¿ÜÌæ ãñ ©âè ÌÚUã ·¤×ü ¥æÎ×è ·Ô¤ ÂèÀð
¿ÜÌð ãñÚ.
As a calf follows its mother among a thousand cows, so do the good (or bad) deeds of
a man follow him.

çÁâ ·Ô¤ ·¤æ× ·¤ÚUÙð ×ð´ ·¤ô§ü ÃØßSÍæ Ùãè´, ©âð ·¤ô§ü
âé¹ Ùãè´ ç×Ü â·¤Ìæ. Üæð»æð´ ·Ô¤ Õè¿ Øæ ßÙ ×ð.´ Üô»ô
çÁâ ÃØçQ¤ Ùð Ù ãè ·Ô¤ ç×ÜÙð âð ©â·¤æ OÎØ ÁÜÌæ ãñ ¥õÚU ßÙ ×ð´ Ìô ·¤ô§ü

www.nriachievers.in

At the end of the yuga, Mount Meru may be
shaken; at the end of the kalpa, the waters
of the seven oceans may be disturbed; but
a sadhu will never swerve from the spiritual
path.

§â ÏÚUÌè ÂÚU ¥óæ, ÁÜ ¥õÚU ×èÆð ß¿Ù Øð ¥âÜè ÚU%
ãñÚ. ×ê¹æðZ ·¤ô Ü»Ìæ ãñ ÂˆÍÚU ·Ô¤ ÅU·é ¤Ç¸ð ÚU% ãñÚ.

There are three gems upon this earth; food,
water, and pleasing words -- fools (mudhas)
consider pieces of rocks as gems.

Source: www.hindisathityadarpan.com
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Silver Screen

“ARTISTES OF MY
AGE GROUP ARE NOT
NEEDED TODAY”

HARIHARAN
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Silver Screen

Hariharan, who has come up with a breezy single called HAULE HAULE for singer
Sadhana Jejurikar tells his friend from the school days & our Mumbai Bureau that
he has never believed in promoting himself as a music director. NRI Achievers
reproduces that conversation for our readers here in this vignette ...
l You have composed the song HAULE HAULE for
singer Sadhana Jejurikar. Why did you not also sing a
duet with her for the album?
Yes, I composed the lilting song Haule Haule for Sadhana Jejurikar’s single which is being brought out by T
Series. It is a breezy romantic number which highlights
the mystic element in a romantic relationship. The reason
I did not sing a duet with her is that I wanted her to hog
all the attention that she gets for the song. I told her that
I wanted her to establish herself with her album first and
only then sing with other singers.
l What made you say yes to her when the offer came to
you to compose the song?
Though I am a singer by profession, I would say that
music direction is my hobby. Sadhana Jejurikar has
painstakingly written the biography of Ghulam Ali after
waiting for almost three years and is very passionate
about singing. I saw her lagan for music. It isn’t the first
time that I have composed the song for a female singer.
I had composed Aabshaar E Ghazal way back in 1984 for
Asha Bhonsle as well.
l You are known more as a singer than a music director.
Why?
The reason I am known more as a singer than a music
director today is because I have never believed in promoting myself as a music composer though I have composed for not only Aabshaar E Ghazal but also Leslie
Lewis and come up with an album with him called Colonial Cousins, besides several films in Tamil. Though I
have been active in the industry as a singer since 80’s, I
have mostly composed songs only for myself.
l Though you had given a break to music director
A.R.Rahman when he entered the industry with ROJA
way back in 1992, you do not seem to sing for him these
days. Why?
I did not give Rahman his break as a music director. It
would be pretentious on my part to say that I had given
a break to A R Rahman though I had sung his first song
in Roja. His style keeps on changing from year to year
and he keeps brisk pace by giving a break to new voices.
Besides he is also into singing.
Go on!

I am practical enough to know that my sound belongs
to the 90’s and people will be automatically reminded of
the songs of 90’s as and when I sing today. Hindi films
today do not need artistes who belong to my age group
as sound has changed to a great extent today and its timbre is quite different. From the 90’s till 2010, it was only
me and hence a change is really needed. Also singers
from the earlier era are actually not needed at all today.
It’s actually the law of nature or call it mathematics.
l Yet no one can deny that you are busy today too!
You bet. I am in fact more busy today than in the 90’s
because of the proliferation of music reality shows today,
which gives mass education. When I hear the kids today,
I feel it is good that I have receded from the scene and
glad that my time is over. However I can never be a part
of a musical reality show anymore today because I cannot
be harsh on kids and admonish them when they sing a
wrong note in front of me.
l Your son Akshay Hariharan is today a music director
on his right and that too on his own steam.
Yes. I am indeed proud that my son Akshay has
branched off on his own as a music director today, without asking me to help him out. You should listen to the
thumri based song that he has composed in Black Home
to know his versatility as a music director. He has also
composed an International pop album. I’d say that his
clarity has sprung from me.
l Akshay has also composed for the Marathi film
KOKANASTH for producer Mahesh Manjrekar.
Yes. Besides Black Home, his mellifluous compositions
in Kokanasth have also been appreciated. Soon, Askshay
and I will be collaborating on an EDM. It will be a Hindi
fusion album.
l Your another son Karan Hariharan has taken up acting.
Yes. My son Karan made his debut with the film ‘Missing on a Week-End’ which was released last year.
Jyothi Venkatesh
The writer is a well-known &
established film critic.
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Cineppets
PRAKASH RAJ & DEVGN TEAM UP
IN ‘GOLMAAL AGAIN’

National award winning actor Prakash Raj, who
played baddie Jaykant Shikre in Singham, will once
again team-up with Ajay Devgn in GOLMAAL
AGAIN. Shooting will begin soon, at Mumbai this
month. He got notified about his character in GOLMAAL AGAIN so he instantly flew down to Mumbai and did a narration with dialogue writers SajidFarhad. The film is directed by Rohit Shetty and
also features Parineeti Chopra, Neil Nitin Mukesh,
Arshad Warsi, Tusshar Kapoor, Kunal Khemu,
Shreyas Talpade and Tabu.

SABA QAMAR BACKTRACKS ON
SALMAN KHAN STATEMENT

JACQUELINE FERNANDEZ ADMITS TO FIRST KISS AT AGE 14

Pakistani actress Saba Qamar, making her debut
in Bollywood in the Irrfan Khan starrer HINDI
MEDIUM, has been in the news of late regarding an excerpt from a two year old Pakistani fun
show GOOD MORNING ZINDAGI. Sabah
Qamar clarifies, “Good Morning Zindagi is a
fun-show where they ask you fun-questions
about Bollywood stars. Whatever I said about
each of the actors was said just for fun at that
moment. I love and respect the Indian film industry especially Salman Khan, who is such a
huge star and so humble”.

‘HALF GIRLFRIEND’ SHOOTING AT ST. STEPHENS DELHI

Chetan Bhagat, Arjun Kapoor and Shraddha
Kapoor have all via Twitter revealed glimpses about the college portions of the film being
shot in the very prestigious St. Stephens College. With just 12 and a half weeks left for the
release Chetan Bhagat, Arjun Kapoor and
Shraddha Kapoor shared a little about the
filming and the location. The lead characters
in the very popular Chetan Bhagat’s novel
belong to St. Stephens, where they meet and the premise is set. To maintain authenticity, the college portions of the film were actually shot at the eminent institution.

AKSHAY KUMAR’S 4TH CONSECUTIVE HIT WITHIN 13 MONTHS

JOLLY LLB 2 has success written all over it. Akshay’s 2016 releases — AIRLIFT, HOUSEFUL 3
& RUSTOM — had all crossed the ‘100-Cr.’ mark.
Now with JOLLY LLB 2, the star has managed to
retain his loyal audience in the face of big releases. JOLLY LLB 2 was a successful beginning
for the franchise, and with Akshay Kumar the
game has only got bigger.
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Jacqueline Fernandez talks about her
teenage years and reveals that her nickname in school used to be Radio Bahrain. She also revealed some interesting nuggets of information about her
teenage days and school time – including how her first boyfriend had first
kissed at the age of 14. Jacqueline also
admits how she regrets kissing a few
people and how she was really naive
and easily taken advantage of when she
was in school.
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